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Stork IMM, the Nether-
lands-based injection 
moulding machine 
maker, has been acquired 
by Dutch investment firm 
Stibbe Participaties. 

Prior to the merger, 
Stibbe and Stork’s 
previous owner Wadinko 
conducted a refinancing 
operation making Stork 
IMM debt free, said 
Stibbe.

In a short statement in 
July, Stibbe said its new 
acquisition was a wel-
come addition to his 
portfolio. 

“Stork IMM is a great 
company with a proud 
history that promises 
smooth sailing under our 
wings,” said the company 
in the statement.

� www.storkimm.com

Stork IMM 
gets a new 
owner

Silgan buys packaging groups
Silgan Holdings, the 
Connecticut-based special-
ist in rigid plastic packaging 
for consumer goods, has 
acquired Gateway Plastics 
and Unicep Packaging in 
separate deals. 

The purchase price for 
Gateway was $485m, 
subject to customary 
adjustments. At its facility in 
Mequon, Wisconsin, 
Gateway makes dispensing 
closures and integrated 
dispensing packaging 
systems, such as a com-
bined container and closure 
or recyclable dispensing 
beverage pods, mainly for 

the food and beverage 
markets. It expects to make 
about $150m in sales and 
$46m in adjusted EBITDA 
this year.

Silgan President and CEO 
Adam Greenlee said: “This 
acquisition further expands 

our comprehensive product 
offering in dispensing and 
speciality closures and 
provides further growth 
opportunities with many of 
our existing and shared 
customers. In addition, we 
believe Gateway’s advanced 

Primary plastics machinery shipments
Source: Plastics, CES

Supply chain problems slow
machinery shipments in US
US shipments of primary 
plastics processing machin-
ery in Q2 2021 were down 
by 4.2% on the previous 
period to $321m, according 
to the latest quarterly data 
from the Committee on 
Equipment Statistics (CES) 
at the Plastics Industry 
Association.

The biggest declines 
were recorded in twin screw 

compounding extruders 
(-25%) and injection mould-
ing machines (-5%). The fall 
in shipments, however, is 
attributed more to problems 
in the supply chain than 
slowing order activity. 
“Shortage of parts and 
components are causing 
longer order-to-delivery 
timeframes,” according to 
the association’s Chief 

Economist Perc Pineda.
The Q2 2021 result was 

considerably ahead of the 
same period in 2020. 
Shipments of injection 
moulding, single and 
twin-screw extruders were 
up by 19.5%, 37.8%. and 
32.3% respectively.

“Until the supply chain 
issues are resolved, and 
production lead times 
return to normal, expect to 
see fluctuations in quarterly 
shipments of plastics 
machinery,” Pineda said. 
“Nevertheless, the outlook 
for plastics machinery in the 
second half of the year is 
positive.”

In the survey, 92.7% of 
respondents expect market 
conditions to either improve 
or hold steady in the third 
quarter of 2021. 

� www.plasticsindustry.org

Above: Gateway Plastics manufactures IML containers and 

dispensing closures

automation platform can be 
leveraged across much of 
Silgan’s manufacturing 
footprint.”

Silgan has bought Unicep 
for $237m. Unicep is 
contract provider of dosed 
packaging for healthcare, 
diagnostics, animal health, 
and personal care with 
plants at Spokane, WA, and 
Sandpoint, ID. Its forecast 
sales are $45m in 2021.

Greenlee said Unicep 
broadens Silgan’s exposure 
to healthcare markets.

Silgan has a total of 100 
global facilities.

� www.silgan-closures.com

IMAGE: 
GATEWAY

http://www.plasticindustry.org
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Registration opens for injection 
moulding expo in Detroit
Free online registration has now 
opened for the first Injection 
Molding and Design Expo, which 
is taking place at the TCF Center 
in Detroit, Michigan, USA on 
March 16-17, 2022. You can 
register for your ticket here.

By registering in advance, 
visitors will receive free admission 
to the exhibition plus free entry to 
its three conference theatres. One 
of these will focus on the future of 
moulding, another will cover plastic 
product design, and the third will be a 
training theatre hosting practical 
seminars. Attendees and exhibitors will 
also have the option to buy tickets for 
a networking party on the evening of 
16 March.

The exhibition and its conferences 
are being organised by Crain‘s Global 
Polymer Group, which is the publisher 
of Plastics News magazine, and by 
AMI, the publisher of Injection World 
magazine. Both companies have 
extensive experience of organizing 
conferences and exhibitions for the 
international polymer industry. The 
headline sponsor of the expo is M 
Holland.

“The event will provide visitors with 
a great opportunity to meet and 
compare suppliers, as well as giving 
them the chance to learn from busi-
ness leaders and technical experts in 

SAM-C robots launching at Fakuma
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag has 
announced the availability of 
its first own-label robot 
series: the SAM-C range 
(denoting Sumitomo Demag 
Automation Machine – Car-
tesian). It is presenting the 
new robots to visitors during 
Fakuma 2021 in Frie-
drichshafen, Germany.

The SAM-C robots range 
initially has payloads of 3, 5, 
10, 20kg. The SAM platform 
will be expanded in phases 
over the next two years, 
adding further robot 
kinematics and functional 
elements.

Sumitomo (SHI) Demag 
said it is expanding and 

strengthening its range of 
robots. Its existing partner-
ship with Sepro is being 
expanded internationally. 

SAM-C central compo-
nents, such as drives, are 
sourced from Lafert Group 
in Italy, part of Sumitomo 
Drive Technologies within 
the Japanese parent group.

The new SAM robots 
have been designed 
specifically for injection 
moulding machines with 
clamping force sizes 
between 50 and 500 tonnes, 
and for standard applica-
tions with cycle times of 10 s 
and higher.

� www.sumitomo-shi-demag.eu

the conference theatres,” said Brennan 
Lafferty, VP and Group Publisher for the 
Crain Global Polymer Group. “With its 
clear focus on plastics injection 
moulding and product design, it will be 
a highly productive meeting place for 
visitors and exhibitors alike.”

The expo will fill the 140,000 ft² Hall 
B at Detroit’s TCF Center (formerly the 
Cobo Center). It will feature a wide array 
of leading manufacturers of injection 
moulding machines, auxiliary equip-
ment, automation systems, moulds and 
components, plus large numbers of 
suppliers of polymers, additives, 
software and industry services.

The exhibitor line-up already 
includes: Advanced Blending Solu-
tions, Accede, ACS Group (AEC, 
Cumberland, Sterling), Ampacet, ASS 
End of Arm Tooling, Bauer, Beaumont 
Technologies, Benpac, Bunting 
Magnetics, CAE Services, Cavalier Tool 
& Manufacturing, Chase Plastics, 

Chroma Color, Cleanplast, Conair, 
DME, Domo, EAS Mold & Die 
Change Systems, Filtroil, Frigel, 
General Polymers, iD Additives, 
Incoe, Intouch Monitoring, 
KraussMaffei, M Holland, Mastip, 
Matsui, Milacron, Moldex3D, 
Neutrex/Purgex, PCS, Polykemi, 
Polymax, Progressive Compo-
nents, RJG, Routsis Training, 
Shibaura Machine, SigmaSoft, 

Spark Industries (Fast Heat), Sumitomo 
(SHI) Demag, Tederic, VEM Tooling, 
Wittmann-Battenfeld, Yizumi-HPM, 
Zeiger Industries, and many more.

Additional exhibitors are being 
added every week and the limited 
number of remaining booths are filling 
up fast. Find out more about exhibiting 
at the expo here.

The two-day conference at the 
Injection Molding and Design Expo will 
include business debates, keynote 
presentations, technology talks and 
practical training sessions spread 
across the three free-to-attend theatres 
on the expo floor. The full program will 
be announced shortly, but speakers 
have already been confirmed from 
Westfall Technik, Ford Motor Company, 
Yanfeng Automotive Interiors, iMFLUX, 
Sundberg-Ferar, MTD Micro Molding, 
Comar, MAPP, the American Injection 
Molding Institute, and many more.

� https://injectionmoldingexpo.com

www.ami.ltd/IMDExpo-register
https://injectionmoldingexpo.com/exhibit/inquire-about-exhibiting
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Solvay has completed the 
installation of its new 
thermoplastic compos-
ites manufacturing facility 
at its 2,500 m2 site in 
Greenville, South 
Carolina. At full produc-
tion capacity, this will 
create 30 more jobs.

The investment was 
driven largely by growing 
demand from energy 
companies, supported by 
increasing aerospace and 
automotive demand, 
Solvay said. The new line 
will manufacture unidi-
rectional composite tape 
from a range of high-
performance polymers 
including PVDF, PPS and 
PEEK.

This is part of a series 
of recent strategic 
investments in the 
composites market. 
Solvay has also recently 
added capacity for 
composites tape in 
Anaheim, started two 
research and innovation 
centres in Brussels and 
Alpharetta Georgia.

� www.solvay.com 

New Solvay
composites
capacity

DSM mulls plastics exit
DSM has announced a 
strategic review of its 
activities that may lead to a 
sale of its plastics materials 
businesses. 

The move is part of a 
plan to simplify its operating 
structure and reorganise its 
activities into three business 
groups focused on: health, 
nutrition and care; animal 
nutrition and health; and 
food and beverage.

DSM’s materials business 
includes its Engineering 
Plastics unit, which produces 
Akulon PA6/PA66, Stanyl 
PA46, EcoPaxx PA410, Arnite 
PET/PBT, Fortii PPA4T, and 
Xytron PPS. 

It also includes the 
Performance Materials 
division, which produces 
Dyneema UHMWPE fibres.

“By focusing exclusively 

on our health, nutrition and 
bioscience activities, we will 
be able to operate with 
greater agility and impact 
and meet the growing need 
for better and more sustain-
able nutrition,” according to 
joint CEOs Geraldine 
Matchett and Dimitri de 
Vreeze. 

The company said in a 
statement that the materials 
business “will likely not be 
able to maximise their full 
potential to drive the 
important industrial shift to 
a bio-based and circular 
economy” within the new 
structure. 

� www.dsm.com

Above: DSM’s engineering materials business supplies the 

automotive sector among others

Hexpol invests €5.6m in medical TPEs
Hexpol TPE is to invest €5.6m at its site at Åmål in Sweden. The 
investment will expand TPE production capacity and support 
growing demand and changing market requirements, the 
company said.

Construction of a new production hall has already com-
menced and should be completed in the autumn of 2022. This 
new space will be dedicated to production of materials for 
medical devices. It has been designed to minimise contamina-
tion risk and will house a new twin-screw compounding line 
with gravimetric feeders and advanced monitoring systems.

� www.hexpol.comIM
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Toyoda Gosei expands in US
Japan’s Toyoda Gosei is expanding produc-
tion capacity at one of its US subsidiaries, TG 
Missouri. The total investment will be around 
$40m and new facilities will be fitted with the 
latest energy-saving equipment to promote 
environmentally friendly manufacturing.

In all, the company will add about 2,000 
m2 of space at its headquarters plant in 

Perryville, Missouri. It is also buying a new 
10,000 m2 building for the plant at New 
Albany, Indiana, where injection moulding 
machines, painting booths and other 
equipment will be installed to handle the 
growing sales of radiator grilles and other 
interior and exterior parts in the US. 

� www.toyoda-gosei.com
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Monoflo invests in KM 
machines in expansion 
Monoflo is investing in nine 
additional KraussMaffei 
injection moulding ma-
chines at its site in Winches-
ter, Virginia. These comprise 
an MX 1600, an MX 2300 
and seven GX 1100s. They 
will all be used to produce 
reusable transport packag-
ing once the hall being built 
to house them is completed.

KraussMaffei has been 
Monoflo’s machinery 
partner for systems with 
advanced technology since 
2015. Monoflo currently 
operates ten MX machines 
24/7, with clamping forces 
from 10,000 to 32,000 kN. 
Two feature an automatic 
quick mould-change system 
that can reduce changeover 
times from typically 45 

minutes to nine.
Monoflo mainly supplies 

pallets, pallet boxes and 
transport totes to large 
companies in the logistics 
industry, with the automo-
tive, automation and food 

industries also being major 
customers. Many of these 
require large volumes but 
sometimes only on short 
runs, making rapid mould-
change essential.

� www.kraussmaffei.com

Above: Monoflo is building a new production hall for transport 

packaging

Professor Hanns-Peter 
Knaebel, CEO of the 
Mannheim-based plastics 
processing company 
Röchling Group and also 
of its Automotive division, 
has left the company as 
of 30 September. He has 
departed, the group said, 
in order “to pursue new 
career opportunities 
elsewhere for his own 
private reasons”. 

The supervisory board 
has named board 
member Rainer Schulz 
and Automotive division 
CFO Raphael Wolfram to 
take over Knaebel’s two 
roles respectively until a 
permanent successor is 
appointed.

� www.roechling.com

Change at 
the top for 
Röchling

BASF material in Antolin car roof frames 
BASF’s Performance Materials division and Spanish Tier One 
supplier Grupo Antolin have developed and validated a new 
panorama roof integrated into the ceiling trim (or headliner) of a 
car, in which BASF’s Ultradur High Speed grade of PBT is used in 
place of steel in the structural bracket supporting the opening. 

Using Ultradur High Speed enabled Grupo Antolin to change 
the production process. “The panorama reinforcement frame is 
fixed to the interior trim part, while at the same time the part is 
formed in the mould. That leads to the elimination of additional 
process steps,” said Enrique Fernandez from Antolin.

� www.basf.com

PlasticsEurope welcomes waste revision
The European plastics industry trade 
body, PlasticsEurope has said that it 
welcomed the revision of the EU’s 
Packaging & Packaging Waste Direc-
tive (PPWD) and supports the Euro-
pean Commission’s proposal for a 
mandatory EU recycled content target 

for plastics packaging. The association 
is now calling for a target of 30% 
minimum recycled content by 2030.

Noting that its members are already 
working towards this target by invest-
ing in increased supply of recycled 
plastics, Plastics Europe added that 

“ramping up chemical recycling is 
essential to achieve such a mandatory 
target”. Planned investments by 
members in this technology and 
infrastructure range from €2.6bn by 
2025 to €7.2bn by 2030.

� www.plasticseurope.org
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The production of plastic parts with high-quality 
surfaces has seen a lot of development in recent 
years, driven primarily by the high demands of the 
automotive industry. Applications now range from 
the series production of in-mould laminated parts 
and components with high-gloss surfaces to 
surfaces with specific structures. The focus is not 
only on how the parts look and feel, but also on the 
targeted integration of functionalities. The con-
struction of surface design systems requires a good 
knowledge of application technology on the part 
of those involved.

For example, together with system partners, 
Arburg says that it supports customers in the 
development of individual production and turnkey 
solutions for manufacturing plastic parts with a 
variety of surface requirements. Services and 
applications range from process engineering and 

mould design – involving topics such as film 
fixation, injection points and mould cavity numbers, 
and the implementation of mould structures or 
multi-component technology – to machines and 
automation, cleanroom concepts, process control 
and data provision.

Processes can be roughly divided into three 
groups. These include film technologies, such as 
in-mould decoration (IMD), in-mould labelling (IML) 
and film insert moulding (FIM). In addition, there is 
the production of high-gloss surfaces using vario-
thermal mould temperature control if required, while 
there is also the moulding of surface structures. All of 
these processes are primarily mould-based and can 
easily be used in large-scale series production with 
adapted injection moulding systems.

For functional surfaces and decoration, film 
technology is used in car interiors, mobile electron-

Main image: 

An electrical 

Allrounder 

470 E Golden 

Electric uses 

dynamic mould 

temperature 

control to 

produce 

high-gloss 

PC/ABS light 

panels for 

vehicle interiors

In-mould technologies 
bring surfaces to life

Not only must plastic parts look good, but increasingly they 
must be interactive. New processes are being developed for 
demanding surfaces and components, reports Mark Holmes
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ics and white goods, as well as medical and 
packaging technology. In addition to high-quality 
machine technology in a clean production environ-
ment, a smooth production process requires the 
economical use of materials and processes, a 
flexible manufacturing process with the integration 
of upstream and downstream production steps, 
and a high level of traceability and reproducibility. 
Alongside processes such as FIM, the focus in 
future will also be on more in-depth automation 
and digitalisation of processes, says Arburg.

IMD is used to transfer designs and colours from 
a continuous film, which is automatically fed into 
the mould cavity, to the components. In the IMD 
process, the films are transported into the mould 
from a reel via a feed unit on the closing system’s 
fixed or moving mould mounting platen. A special 
sensor system is used to connect to the machine 
controller, while precise positioning is achieved 
using optical sensors. This allows large batch sizes 
to be produced economically in series. The main 
application of IMD is in the automotive and 
electronics industries.

In contrast, IML is mostly used in the packaging 
industry. In this process, thin insert films or labels 
are automatically inserted into the mould cavities 
and in-mould laminated with plastic. The firm 
connection between film and plastic is achieved by 
the injection process. Short cycle times can be 
achieved by using multiple moulds and simultane-
ous insertion and removal. The parts can be used 
without any finishing, and a downstream part 
inspection is possible.

FIM also involves in-mould lamination, although 
in this case, film preforms are used. Due to particle 
deposits, the films must be cleaned before insertion. 

This can be done with brushes or ionised air. The 
inserts are usually positioned using vacuum grip-
pers, since the pickup can take place at an uncritical 
point and the gripper can be positioned precisely in 
relation to the mould. The mould cavities are 
cleaned simultaneously with removal using brushes 
and ionised air. In this area, Arburg adds that it 
provides technical solutions that can be connected 
to a cleanroom or operate as a fully integrated part 
of a cleanroom. In addition to the automotive and 
electronics industries, medical technology is also a 
growing FIM segment. FIM can be used to produce 
interactive displays and ‘intelligent’ surfaces, for 
example. Touch films of this kind have mainly been 
used on flat surfaces to date, but they can also be 
realised in 3D for curved components.

Arburg highlights an example of the FIM 
process in a system built around a hybrid Allround-
er 630 H with 2,500 kN clamping force and 
cleanroom module for the production of several 
variants of interactive, flexible 3D displays for 
washing machines. This results in completely new 
product and design possibilities. The parts are 
produced in two mould cavities. The PolyTC film 
with metal mesh structures is electrically conduc-
tive and enables cost-effective production. The 
injection moulding machine works docked to a 
cleanroom, in which all upstream and downstream 
steps take place to prevent electrostatic charging 
and contamination of the films and components. 
The entire handling is performed by a six-axis 
robot. The finished parts are checked downstream 
for their electrical function, among other things, in 
various processing, testing and laser stations. Two 
pre-treated films are each then bonded to the 
moulded panels in an automated process. The 
sprue is separated in the laser station. The touch 
panels are finalised and visually inspected for 
quality in the operating area and packed for 
overseas transport.

The serial production of injection moulded parts 
with structured surfaces is another process where 
development has been significantly boosted by the 
automotive industry, adds Arburg. There are many 
possibilities for creating structures in the mould 
that go as far as achieving a 3D-like appearance. 
The process involves the targeted modification of 
the surface’s look and feel, combining textures with 
3D effects and leather, carbon, or even high-gloss 
finishes. The design is almost unlimited in terms of 
component geometry. With regard to mould 
design, the use of suitable mould steels, the 
accessibility of the mould cavities with the laser 
required for structuring, the material removal, and 
the ratio of grain depth to tapering contours to 

Above: An example of the FIM process is a system 

built around an Arburg hybrid Allrounder 630 H for 

the production of several variants of interactive, 

flexible 3D displays for washing machines
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facilitate demoulding must be 
taken into account. All bounda-
ries must be raised; the struc-
tures should overlap seamlessly 
into the mould geometry. These 
specifications require expertise 
and advice from engraving 
specialists.

For example, the production of a 
structured optical sheet made of 
Covestro Makrolon LED 2245 involved 
the creation of surfaces with optical requirements 
as functionality. The series parts weighing 7.5 g 
were produced on a hydraulic Allrounder 170 S 
with a clamping force of 180 kN in a cycle time of 
around 50 s. A single mould with an insert from 
Innolite was used. The structuring was applied to 
the optics with the aid of ejector stamping. Special 
features were nitrogen flushing at the feed and 
upstream material dedusting. The system pro-
gressed into digitalisation through the use of 
Arburg’s 4.production assistance package, which 
standardises special processes, enabling complex 
mould technology to be quickly mastered. External 
indications of the functioning surface structure of 

the parts were various display patterns that could 
be projected onto a surface depending on the 
incidence of light.

The production of high-gloss surfaces also 
originated as a requirement from the automotive 
sector, says Arburg. To achieve this without the 
conventional downstream (and therefore costly) 
processes such as painting, dynamic mould 
temperature control is used. This means that, unlike 
conventional injection moulding, the mould 
temperature is not constant over long stretches dur-
ing the process. Instead, the mould is alternately 
heated and cooled in a defined manner. This allows 
high-gloss surfaces to be produced without further 

In a demonstration on Engel’s stand 

at Fakuma 2021, interactive IML 

labels from MCC Verstraete are 

used for the production of margarine 

tubs, based on technology from 

Digimarc. The food containers have a 

wall thickness of 0.4 mm including the 

label and are produced on Engel’s new 

E-speed 420/90 injection moulding 

machine with integrated IML
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processing steps or visible bonding seams and with 
less distortion. The temperature control units can be 
directly controlled via the Allrounder controls, 
which increases convenience during production.

A high-gloss light panel for vehicle interiors was 
produced in a cycle time of 60 s on an electrical 
Allrounder 470 E Golden Electric equipped with a 
single mould and Multilift Select robotic system. The 
material used was PC/ABS Romiloy 1035. The 
dynamic mould temperature control was carried out 
via a hot/cold water temperature control unit, which 
was integrated into the machine’s sequence control.

Engel is demonstrating intelligent labelling 
technology at Fakuma 2021. The interactive labels 
from MCC Verstraete are used for the production 
of margarine tubs. The labels are based on technol-
ogy by Digimarc and can be scanned with any 
smartphone camera, much like a QR code. The 
main advantage of these is that they extend 
invisibly over the entire label surface. The camera 
can scan any point and the codes do not interfere 
with the packaging design. From production 
through retail and recycling, the interactive labels 
offer added value. Consumers can discover the 
details of the ingredients and manufacture for both 

the product and the packaging while shopping. 
When the packaging has reached the end of its 
useful life, the label provides information on the 
recycling process. Where the containers and labels 
are made of the same material, interactive IML 
packaging becomes fully recyclable.

At the Fakuma show, Engel is using an E-speed 
420/90 injection moulding machine (which is 
making its preniere at the show) with integrated 
IML to produce the ready-to-use margarine tubs 
from PP in a fully automated injection compression 

Above: Orkla 

has worked 

with MCC 

Verstraete to 

introduce 

Digimarc 

barcodes into 

the packaging 

of one of its 

most prominent 

products
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process. The containers, which have a wall thick-
ness of 0.4 mm (including the label), are removed 
from the 4+4-cavity stack mould via high-speed, 
side-entry automation and stacked on a discharge 
conveyor following camera-based quality control.

MCC Verstraete is also active in the HolyGrail 2.0 
project, a global initiative that encourages manu-
facturers to switch to packaging with digital 
watermarks, enabling simpler and more efficient 
recycling. The company is collaborating with Orkla, 
a leading supplier of branded consumer goods in 
Europe and India, in the project to meet sustain-
ability goals.

“We have ambitious sustainability targets by 
2025, including sustainable packaging,” says Pavel 
Komurka, Packaging Innovation and Sustainability 
Coordinator at Orkla. “Now is the time for explora-
tion, innovation and overhauling our methods of 
recycling. Not only do we need to reduce the 
amount of plastic used in packaging – without 
generating more food waste – we also need to 
ensure that plastic packaging is not just theoreti-
cally recyclable, but actually being recycled. 
Bringing in Digimarc barcodes is a huge step 
towards achieving this goal.”

The packaging targets Orkla is aiming to hit in 
the next five years will see all packaging materials 
designed with sorting and recycling in mind. Plastic 
packaging will contain at least 50% recycled 
components, or components from renewable 
resources. It will also be designed to be easily 
identified by automatic sorting processes, ensuring 
as much material as possible is ultimately recycled.

Orkla has worked with MCC Verstraete to 
introduce Digimarc barcodes into the packaging of 
one of its most prominent products. The interactive 
IML labels of MCC Verstraete – labels printed with a 
Digimarc barcode – allow new and improved 
recycling streams. It makes plastics easy to scan, 
which means automatic sorting is much more 
accurate.

The possible applications for Digimarc barcodes 
go beyond sorting. Scanning technology and 
augmented reality apps have the potential to 
provide information in an entertaining way. For 
Orkla, this is one of the most exciting aspects of 
this technology. “We are creating ways to actively 
engage with consumers,” adds Komurka. “With 
Digimarc, we can alter how people view waste. For 
example, when a bottle is empty, it becomes 
unwanted, something to be got rid of. Now 
imagine if, instead of just throwing this away, the 
consumer could scan the bottle with their smart-
phone and be shown new possibilities. We could 
present ideas and provide examples, from reuse 
options to new products created at the end of a 
recycling stream. We could make this fun; not only 
amaze them with the technology and information, 
but provide a story that they, themselves, are a part 
of. With Digimarc, we are able to explore an 
exciting new world of opportunities.”

Orkla adds that it is focused on contributing to 
HolyGrail 2.0 with the implementation and further 
proliferation of Digimarc barcodes. The first step in 
this process is to introduce interactive IML across a 
wide range of packaging materials.

Thin film manufacturer Leonhard Kurz is working 
with subsidiary PolyIC and its partners Wittmann 
Battenfeld and Georg Kaufmann Formenbau in 
the implementation of the decoration technology 
IMD Varioform with in-mould labelling. IMD 
Varioform in combination with IML makes it possi-
ble for the first time to integrate 3D-deformed 
touch sensors into plastic components and to 
perform the four process steps – decoration, 
thermoforming, injection moulding and punching 
– in one single processing phase. The company says 
that compared to conventional processes, this saves 
manufacturers a great deal of cost while at the same 
time offering a high degree of freedom in terms of 
design and the materials selected. Both continuous 
designs and single-image designs can be imple-
mented. This technology also enables the use of 
recycled plastic materials. IMD Varioform is a 
series-ready process that can be used in various 
industries, such as automotive, household appli-
ances and consumer electronics.

The process was conceived as a further develop-
ment of Kurz’s IMD technology in order to realise 
the production of plastic components with sophisti-
cated 3D geometry. In the IMD Varioform process, 
a laminate film is transported via the specially 
developed foil feed device and heated via an 
infrared beam before it is drawn into the cavity of 
the tool through the vacuum system. A 3D-de-
formed sensor is placed on the opposite side, and 
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a thermoplastic melt is injected after closing the 
tool. The result is a plastic component with com-
plete single-image decoration on the front and a 
capacitive touch sensor on the back.

Ultra-thin, malleable sensors are essential for the 
desired freedom when it comes to design creativ-
ity. PolyIC specialises in the custom production of 
metal-mesh touch sensors and relies on extra-thin 
sensor films, which can also be used in 3D compo-
nents with curved surfaces, due to their particular 
flexibility and robustness. As a carrier, PolyIC uses a 
transparent plastic substrate (PET) on which 
high-resolution silver-based metal structures (metal 
mesh) with a thickness of less than 100 nm and a 
line width in the low micrometre range are applied 
in the rolling process. The sensors can later be 
easily crushed and recycled with the entire compo-
nent or added back to the injection moulding 
process as scrap during production.

Bundling the four process steps of decoration, 
thermoforming, injection moulding and punching 
requires a versatile system. Kurz worked with 
Wittmann Battenfeld, which developed an all-in-
one concept. The machine manufacturer not only 
supplies the injection moulding machine but also 
all peripheral components, such as the parts 
conveyor system, tool tempering devices and 
cleanroom housing. This ensures that all devices 
are optimally coordinated with each other.

Innovative injection moulding tools were also 
supplied by Georg Kaufmann Formenbau. The 
Swiss company applied its In-Mold Wrapping 
(IMW) bending and trimming system. Due to the 
integrated tool technologies, the components are 
finished during the injection moulding process. 
IMW technology also enables tool-integrated 
decoration of the front edge of the component, 
which does away with the need for subsequent 
work steps. The all-in-one tool technology enables 
significant shortening of the process chain and 
reduces production and logistics costs long term.

Consumer brands often favour the use of 
recycled, organic or bio-based materials, while not 
compromising on quality and aesthetics. However, 
these non-homogeneous materials – mixtures of 
different batches, impurities and colours – often 
present difficulties during processing such as 
appearance defects and mouldability. 

Roctool has further developed its Heat & Cool 
technology to provide high surface quality on 
sustainable resins. By heating the mould by 
induction, the process allows better flow of the 
materials inside the mould. It eliminates defects 
such as weld lines, shrinkage and blush, regardless 
of whether the parts are thin or thick. The technol-

ogy also optimises glossy or matt finishes, different 
contrasts and textures, via the Ultra Surface Replica-
tion of up to 97.2% (depending on the material 
used). Roctool technology is suitable for injection 
moulding, reduces injection pressure and reduces 
or eliminates secondary operations.

TactoTek, the Finnish company that develops 
and licences in-mould structural electronics (IMSE) 
technology, and Amphenol ICC, a global manufac-
turer of interconnect products, are collaborating to 
develop automotive grade in-mould connectors 
using the IMSE technology. IMSE parts integrate 
printed electronics and electronic components 
within 3D injection moulded plastics. They com-
bine structure, electronic functions and cosmetics 
in single piece, seamless smart surfaces. TactoTek 
IMSE parts often connect to external system 
electronics or host systems.

“Standardised in-mould connectors further 
simplify integrating IMSE smart surfaces in all types 
of products, whether vehicles, appliances or smart 
home solutions,” says Paavo Niskala, Senior VP 
Research & Development at TactoTek. “In addition, 
the Amphenol MicroSpace connector enables high 
speed, automated IMSE production processes for 
faster cycle times and high yields.”

CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:

� www.arburg.com

� www.engelglobal.com

� www.verstraete.mcclabel.com

� www.digimarc.com

� www.orkla.com

� www.leonhard-kurz.com

� www.polyic.com

� www.wittmann-group.com

� www.gktool.ch

� www.roctool.com

� www.tactotek.com

� www.amphenol.com
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A perfect storm is pushing injection moulding 
machine makers to smarten up their offerings. On 
the positive side, there is the onward progress of 
electronic technologies that enable, for example, 
sensors to be put just about anywhere to monitor 
any parameter affecting part quality and report 
back changes, which can then be immediately and 
automatically acted upon. The Internet of Things 
(IoT) can then help on a higher level to network 
machines into management systems and to put 
important data on mobile devices. 

On the other side, there is increasing pressure 
for processors to increase automation because they 
find it difficult to get the necessary staff to carry out 
manual tasks – a situation that of course has been 
aggravated over the last two years by Covid-19.

So what are injection moulding technology 

suppliers doing to come to the rescue of customers 
with their backs against the wall? A fair amount, as it 
happens. Speaking about “fair”, quite a lot of the 
latest developments will be on display at Fakuma 
2021 in Germany (also see the Fakuma preview in 
this issue). 

For its Wittmann Battenfeld machines, which 
already come with several basic monitoring 
features, Wittmann Group offers optional HiQ and 
Expert packages. HiQ packages are designed 
around the plasticising unit. “These are all entirely 
software based and therefore do not require any 
costly hardware modifications,” says Benjamin 
Pearson in Wittmann’s Application Development 
department. “HiQ Flow, for example, adapts the 
switchover and holding pressures within the same 
shot, for example to correct for instabilities gener-

Main image: 
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controlled 

process

Suppliers ramp up smart
moulding functionality
Reasons to adopt digital machine functionality have become 
more compelling, from better process control to cost and energy 
savings. Peter Mapleston reports on developments
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ated by using recycled materials. HiQ Melt ensures 
that the check ring is already in the closed position 
before the following injection, ensuring process 
stability even when using low viscosity materials.”

Setting up new jobs on a machine has also 
become easier, says Pearson’s colleague Roman 
Staudigl. “Our Wittmann 4.0 integration allows for 
‘plug & produce’ capabilities. Production datasets 
allow the user to see exactly what devices they will 
need for the next job, and which are no longer 
needed. Furthermore, the QuickSetup and Smart-
Edit programs provide a clear and visual interface, 
for setting up a machine for a new mould.”

Wittmann has also developed an intelligent 
Condition Monitoring System (CMS), which 
optimises maintenance activities and warns staff in 
time before standstills occur.

High production reliability is also based on 
prompt interventions, when necessary. “With 
TEMI+, we provide an extensive Manufacturing 
Execution System (MES) to reduce possible losses,” 
says Pearson. “That is achieved by the continuous 
collection and combination of data from one or 
more injection moulding machines, including the 
associate peripheral devices, which is then made 
accessible to monitoring personnel on site or out 
of house online.” Multiple firewall layers and 
counter-attack measures should secure production 
even if the corporate network is compromised.

“There is currently a steadily increasing trend of 
automatisation and ‘smart’ software being used in 
the injection moulding industry,” says Staudigl. “We 
are seeing companies reducing their costs and 
impact on the environment by using recycled and 
biodegradable materials. In our experience, 
customers are not pressured to use these smarter 
capabilities; rather, some come to us looking for 
solutions to pre-existing problems – process 
fluctuations or check-ring closing behaviour for 
example. Other customers are unaware of our 
machine capabilities and are receptive to new cost 
and energy saving possibilities.” 

Two years ago, Engel announced that it was 
starting a completely new chapter in the develop-
ment of intelligent assistance with its iQ process 
observer. It said then: “To date, assistance systems 
have been used to optimise individual steps in the 
injection moulding process, such as injection and 
cooling. But the new iQ process observer goes 
several steps further, providing an overview of the 
entire process for the whole batch. This makes it 
possible to identify changes in the process at an 
early stage, allowing operators to determine their 
causes and find a solution more quickly.”

The iQ process observer continually analyses 

several hundred process parameters across all four 
phases of the injection moulding process – plasti-
cising, injection, cooling and demoulding. The 
results, split into the four phases, are immediately 
visible in an easy-to-understand overview on both 
the injection moulding machine’s CC300 control 
unit and the Engel E-connect customer portal.

The software automatically detects drifts by 
continually checking the results against the 
previous cycles, as well as comparing certain 
process parameters with a set reference condition. 
The  system also notifies the  machine operator of 
counterproductive process settings and conditions, 
in addition to possible causes via text message. 

At its launch, Paul Kapeller, product manager for 
digital solutions at Engel Austria said the iQ 
process observer was the only assistance system 
on the market based on live data, which actively 
indicates changes in the process and counterpro-
ductive settings.

Kapeller says Engel will continually develop the 
iQ process observer. “The process information is 
continually expanded with new error images and 
optimisation proposals, so that the product grows 
over time and becomes ever more powerful,” he 
says in a technical paper co-written with several 
colleagues. “Special attention was paid to the fact 
that the software can be easily updated.”

Chinese injection equipment producer Yizumi 
cites a dilemma for many manufacturing compa-
nies of rising costs as production efficiency 
approaches a ceiling. “Enterprises need new 
management tools and methods that allow to 
further enable the organization through informa-
tion technology and data-based measures. And we 
know the hit of the Covid-19 pandemic has to 
some extent propelled the trend of digital transfor-
mation in the injection moulding industry.”

“Smart machines, smart cell, smart service, and 
smart production is the core of our digitalisation 

Right: 

Numerous 
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direction,” says a representative. Yizumi has estab-
lished the Intelligent Interconnection Department, 
responsible for related product development and 
service support, especially to help small and medium 
customers to improve their digital production.

YiMES is the company’s intelligent Manufactur-
ing Execution System, based on the Yi+ platform 
(Yizumi Intelligent Equipment Industry Internet 
Platform) and designed especially for SMEs. “It can 
help to remove data silos, place the entire produc-
tion process under control, and provide customers 
with digital factory solutions,” says the company.

A new feature in this tool introduced at Chinap-
las this year is the YiMES Intelligent Integration 
Process Control Function. With this feature, 
production data will be uploaded and saved in the 
cloud or on a server. The data can be synchronized 
automatically with other smart equipment and 
peripherals and achieve process monitoring as well 
as early warning.

Husky Injection Molding Systems says it has 
taken a different approach to how it delivers 
impactful data to its customers. The company claims 
to have one of the industry’s most advanced plant 
monitoring systems in Shotscope 4.0. This provides 
users with real-time information “delivered in a way 
to make quick decisions.” Integration into Shotscope 

4.0 of ancillaries carrying out such tasks as material 
handling, dehumidification, and part inspection 
provides the producer with a single source of data, 
providing a foundation for smart monitoring.

Shotscope 4.0 does not have a restriction on the 
equipment it can connect to or what type of 
equipment can be connected to it. “We have 
developed our own data collector to help integrate 
Husky and non-Husky equipment, that delivers 
industry best-in-class integration,” says Phil Kinson, 
Global Director, Service Contracts. He says Husky 
has used this capability to also enable integration 
of recyclers’ PET washing lines and pelletizers in 
order to monitor and control the process of turning 
used bottles back into rPET pellets.

Husky’s Advantage+ Elite combines the power 
of remotely connected equipment with data 
algorithms designed to monitor leading system 
variables, which if left undetected will result in a 
loss of equipment performance. “To provide a high 
level of equipment transparency our Husky 
Monitoring Centre applies our Advantage+ Elite 
‘We Call You’ service to contact the customer and 
work to bring those leading system variables back 
into specification, preferably before they experi-
ence a loss of equipment performance,” says 
Kinson. “Our real time monitoring capability 
continues to verify the solution.”

He says Husky has established proprietary 
analytic models that provide insights enabling it to 
predict system performance deterioration and 
identify system performance problems. 

“Market demands for sustainability, consumer 
choice driving SKU [Stock Keeping Unit] prolifera-
tion, multilayer packaging requirements are 
making it harder than ever for producers to 
operate at world class levels of OEE [Overall 
Equipment Effectiveness],” says Kinson. “Our 
customers are also telling us that it is getting 
harder to train and retain internal resources.”

He says: “Husky is experiencing significant 
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growth in the amount of equipment that is being 
shipped with Smart Service monitoring contracts as 
well as install base equipment which is now moving 
under 24/7 proactive ‘We Call You’ monitoring.” In 
response to this, Husky has established six global 
Advantage+Elite Monitoring Centres.

Husky has a dedicated team responsible for 
developing Smart monitoring capabilities. “The 
current level of Smart monitoring is based on 
developing capability to address the biggest 
reasons for losses in efficiency,” says Kinson. “We 
expect this development to continue in the future as 
those monitoring capabilities develop to increase 
levels of predictivity to prevent emergencies and to 
optimize preventive maintenance activities.”

In the run-up to the Fakuma exhibition in 
Friedrichshafen, Germany in October, Arburg has 
unveiled the latest version of its Gestica control 
system, which was launched in 2016 as the “control 
system of the future,” replacing Selogica. 

Guido Frohnhaus, Managing Director Technology 
and Engineering, says Arburg has made detailed 
improvements to navigation and to the sequence 
editor in particular. Multilift and six-axis robotic 
systems can be fully integrated into the system.

“Our strategic approach is to ensure that the 
machine ‘knows’ its environment – which results in 
unique assistance functions,” says Frohnhaus. For 
example, Gestica 2021 has new aXw Control 
features CycleAssist, and EnergyAssist, which 
complement two existing ones, FillAssist and 
MeltAssist (see feature on smart functions in 
Injection World October 2020). 

With the new aXw Control CycleAssist, the 
control system knows the programmed cycle 
sequence: it graphically compares the current 
times of each cycle step with previously defined 

reference values. Unproductive time segments can 
be displayed with a click – making high productivity 
programmable in advance.

The EnergyAssist feature knows when produc-
tion is scheduled to start and when it will end, so 
that heating up or deactivation of the cylinder 
module and mould can be controlled automatically. 

Another set of “pilot” features provide adaptive 
process control and regulation. For example, aXw 
Control ScrewPilot ensures a stable filling process 
by regulating the position of the screw, while 
PressurePilot, with what Arburg calls “bionically 
optimised” pressure control, makes mould filling 
more consistent. ReferencePilot controls the 
holding pressure curve in real time via a pressure 
sensor in the mould. 

The control unit has two separate computers for 
operation and process control, including Multicore 
technology. As well as great operational reliability, 
this also provides the best possible protection 
against unauthorised external access, Arburg says. 
“In addition, because Gestica has a closed operating 
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Yizumi goes for automated production
Yizumi has been putting into operation an automated trolley 
wheel production line at its own injection machine manufac-
turing workshop. 

From material feeding to injection moulding, insert 
conveying and inserting, product picking up, packing and 
placing, warehousing, and beyond, the entire production 
process runs automatically. The wheels will be used as an 
assembly unit for injection moulding machines, eliminating 
the need for external procurement. 

“This all-new production automation solution integrates 
the self-developed mould design, injection moulding 
machine, non-standard automatic equipment, and MES 
system to form a data- and information-driven, standardized 
automated production system,” says Yizumi.IM
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system, no security updates are 
needed.” Thanks to its OPC 
UA-based connectivity, the 
control system allows entire 
production cells to be man-
aged and enables simple 
communication with higher-
level systems.

KraussMaffei is also 
promoting new digital 
solutions at Fakuma (it says it will have an “all-
digital” presence at the show). It has a mobile app 
and Web application for injection moulding 
machines called socialProduction. This “combines 
the advantages of social media with cutting-edge 
production monitoring technology.” Machines 
report to the users live in secure chat rooms. 

“Working autonomously, socialProduction 
detects deviations in the production process at an 
earlier stage than ever before and elevates 
machine monitoring into a new era,” says KM. 
“LiveCare is the upcoming KraussMaffei solution 
for status-oriented maintenance. Seamlessly 
integrated into socialProduction, wear statuses are 
continuously monitored and visualised.”

The company also has a cloud-
based remoteSupport solution that 

supports all series and technologies 
that it produces. In addition to remote service 
(remoteAccess) for the machine control system, 
smartAssist is a video-collaboration app. Interactive 
AR annotations allow complex tasks to be shown 
and explained via smartphone, tablet, computer or 
smartglasses.

Sumitomo (SHI) Demag is launching a series of 
solutions for permanent monitoring of critical 
components. At Fakuma, it says it will exhibit a 
range of new “permanent condition” machine 
monitoring systems that can cut maintenance costs 
while maintaining reliability. They can be used to 
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Covid barrier is surmounted 
in multi-site project
Covid-19 lockdowns and travel restric-
tions have disrupted the lives of count-
less people and organisations every-
where. In the case of Huf Hülsbeck & 
Fürst in Velbert, Germany, one of the 
headaches it created related to a design 
project for new support brackets for a 
German automobile maker. Virtual 
teamwork and support from Engel 
enabled it to commission three new 
moulds built in China and present good 
parts, produced in Romania, to its 
customer within just one week.

The moulds were made by the group’s 
in-house mould making operation, Yantai 
Huf Tools, destined for implementation 
on a new Engel E-victory 400 machine in 
Arad, Romania. The support brackets are 
part of a complex assembly consisting of 
40 individual components that Huf 
delivers fully assembled to OEMs. Huf is 

the sole supplier for many car models.
Because of the pandemic, the three 

moulds were sent to Romania without 
sample inspection, where start-up 
including qualification had to be mas-
tered for the first time without the on-site 
support of the team from Germany.

Instead, says Christian Muthenthaler, 
hotline processing engineer at Engel’s 
headquarters in Schwertberg, Austria, 
the set-up staff walked through the 
production floor using a video to show 
them what was going on. Using Engel’s 
E-connect.24 remote maintenance tool, 
Muthenthaler was able to track all the 
machine parameters in real time, give 
instructions or remotely control the 
machine directly. The process was not 
only ramped up in this way, but opti-
mised across three locations, for all 
three moulds, inside a week. 

Above: The Huf staff in Arad 

inspected the parts after every 

parameter change and reported back 

to staff in Velbert as well as to the 

Engel Application Engineering 
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determine the degree of wear and tear, enabling 
early detection and optimal maintenance costs to 
be pre-planned according to the end of the service 
life of each injection moulding machine. 

“At Fakuma, the company will present three 
real-time diagnostic options that can be imple-
mented across our entire machine series,” says 
Thorsten Thümen, Senior Director, Technology. 
“The first option helps to permanently maintain 
energy efficiency and power on our all-electric 
machines. The hydraulic option serves to decode 
oil parameters and maintain component quality. 
The third reliably monitors control voltage across 
the entire injection moulding machine series. Our 
ultimate goal is full monitoring of all critical 
components prone to wear.”

For the DC voltage intermediate circuit supply-
ing the individual drive axles and for the absorp-
tion of generator power in Sumitomo (SHI) Demag 
all-electric IntElect machines, the company has 
developed a process that detects capacitance 
changes in the converter supply. This could be a 
result of aging of the electrolytic capacitors or 
electrical defects, for instance. 

The system continuously records the storage 
capacity of the capacitors and reports any ma-
chine-relevant change as it occurs. 

In hydraulic machines, oil usage is the basis for 

trouble-free operation, yet can also be an indicator of 
imminent damage, the company notes. Sumitomo 
(SHI) Demag offers additional measurement sensors 
for monitoring two relevant oil parameter groups 
during machine operation. Jan Taufer, Project 
Manager for Condition Monitoring, says: “A particle 
monitor continuously records the number and size of 
particles contained in the fluid.” If a violation of the 
parameterised warning or alarm limit occurs, a 
corresponding error message is generated. 

A second measuring device detects the physical 
properties of the oil, such as the water content, 
permittivity and conductivity. “Based on these 
measured values, the lubricant age can be deter-
mined via internal algorithms, and can be ad-
dressed before the chemical properties change to 
the extent that trouble-free operation can no 
longer be guaranteed,” says Taufer.

CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:

� www.wittmann-group.com

� www.engelglobal.com

� www.yizumi.com

� www.husky.ca

� www.arburg.com

� www.kraussmaffei.com

� www.sumitomo-shi-demag.eu

� www.huf-group.com

http://www.huf-group.com
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Key Information:
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Fakuma opens its doors 
again to plastics industry
The Fakuma exhibition, one of the major trade fairs 
for the plastics industry, returns to its home in 
Friedrichshafen, Germany, this month. The in-per-
son event takes place on 12-16 October one year 
after it was held as a virtual event in 2020 as a 
consequence of restrictions around the Covid 
pandemic. The virtual platform used in 2020 is 
once again available for visitors to also view 
exhibitor products online.

The 27th Fakuma is happening in the shadow of 
the continuing pandemic and event organiser PE 
Schall has appropriate hygiene and safety precau-
tions in place for all attendees. The company says 
Covid-related measures have been extensively 
coordinated with the responsible authorities and 
implemented on the basis of rules set by the state 
of Baden-Württemberg.

The international trade fair is well known as a 
technical event for injection moulding, but, as in 
recent years, the 2021 edition has a strong focus on 
sustainability and the circular economy, including 
the use of recycled plastics. 

Annemarie Schur, Fakuma project manager, 
says: “It’s plainly apparent that the exhibitors have 
become increasingly eager to address the currently 
negative image which is unfortunately associated 
with plastics. The issue of recycling and the 
transformation from a linear to a circular economy 
are on the agenda for many companies and thus 
Fakuma will also make a contribution to increasing 
the awareness of circular economy, recyclability, 
product lifecycles and product design to an even 
greater extent.”

In this preview, Injection World highlights some of 
the exhibitors with machinery and materials product 
offerings for injection moulders. To find out about all 
Fakuma exhibitors, visit www.fakuma-messe.de.

The Covid pandemic forced the cancellation 
of last year’s Fakuma trade fair but it’s back 
for 2021. We look at some of the new 
technologies at this year’s show
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Arburg
Arburg says it will focus on “The best of both 
worlds” at Fakuma 2021, bringing together its 
ArburgXworld digital and ArburgGREENworld 
sustainability platforms. In the former, it is exhibiting 
its bundled competencies and new developments 
in the area of digital products and services, such as 
its AnalyticsCenter for process analysis. Another 
innovation is that it will also be possible to integrate 
machines and peripheral devices from other 
manufacturers into the central platform in future.

The sustainable production of plastic parts and 
their return to the recyclable materials cycle will be 
illustrated by Arburg using innovative application 
examples. These will include separation by type 
using a digital watermark (HolyGrail2.0 and 
CurveCode) during production of IML espresso 
cups. It will also produce sunglasses made of 
bio-based PA12 on a sophisticated turnkey system.

On show live for the first time will be the new 
Allrounder More machines for efficient multi-com-
ponent injection moulding. These have increased 
space for larger moulds, greater modularity during 
assembly and other features. The first machines 
have two electric injection units and clamping force 
of 1,600 or 2,000 kN. 

A total of nine machine exhibits will demonstrate 
applications and processes, including bood test 
tubes and 2K fluid housings for medical technol-
ogy, LSR face masks, hybrid parts and additively 
manufactured components made from original 
plastic granules and LSR materials.

� www.arburg.com

Boy
Boy will present four injection moulding machines 
on its Fakuma stand. In a fully automated produc-
tion cell, a Boy 80 E hybrid in combination with a 
Boy 2C S is producing wine spouts. In addition to 
the energy-efficient servo drive, the BOY 80 E is 
also equipped with an optional electro-mechanical 
drive for the injection unit. The rotational and axial 

movements of the servo-plastic unit are carried out 
by two servo-motors totally detached from the 
machine hydraulics. The finished injection-mould-
ed two-component plastic part is removed by the 
LR 5 handling unit and is then transported to an 
ultrasonic welding-system where a plastic-decant-
ing-insert is shrink-wrapped into the wine spout. 

The biggest of the Boy injection moulding 
machines is a Boy 125 E with six contact points, a 
clamping force of 1,250 kN and a footprint of only 
5.22 m², which will demonstrate its capability with the 
production of stacking boxes. In 17s, the 77 g 
stacking boxes are injected, removed from the mould 
by the gripper hand of the BOY handling LR 5 and 
transported to a printer. After labelling, the stacking 
boxes are placed on an integrated conveyor belt.

Dental protective caps will be produced on a 
Boy 35 E from a two-component liquid silicone. The 
vertically compact telescopic handling unit Boy LR 
5 removes the LSR-protective caps from a four-
cavity mould and places them onto a conveyor 
belt. The four-tie-bar injection moulding machine 
scores with 350 kN clamping force, a generously 
dimensioned two-platen clamping unit and 
comparatively very favourable machine hour rates.

In a demonstration with a Boy 25 E a removal 
handling system is fully integrated under the safety 
gate of the machine. In the medical-technical 
application, the side parts of a breathing mask are 
removed from the mould by a picker and placed 
on a small conveyor belt that is also integrated 
under the safety gate. With a footprint of only 1.9 
m², Boy says this is probably one of the most 
compact production cells at Fakuma 2021.

Four more Boy injection moulding machines will 
be shown on the stands of partner companies.

� www.dr-boy.de

Engel
Engel says it will premiere the 4,200 kN version of 
its E-speed injection moulding machine at Fakuma 
2021. The group has a theme of sustainability, 
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particularly in packaging, at the show and the new 
machine is at the centre of one of its demonstra-
tions in this area. The margarine tub application 
combines extreme thin-wall injection compression 
moulding with stack mould technology (also see 
Surfaces feature in this issue).

The group is expanding its range of smart 
assistance systems with the new iQ motion control, 
which enables Engel Viper linear robots to make a 
safe early start combined with fully automatically 
optimised track planning. This leads to time savings 
in the teach-in and shorter production cycles. IQ 
motion control will be included in the standard 
scope of delivery of all new linear robots in the 
Viper series from October. Engel says the efficiency 
gains are particularly clear in applications with 
large mould opening strokes, such as the produc-
tion of deep housing components, boxes or 
containers, which require long mould cores.

Micro-moulding is the subject of an Engel 
demonstration. A micro injection unit, developed in 
cooperation with ACH Solutions, is being used in 
the moulding of LSR connecting elements in 
instruments for ophthalmic diagnostics, produced 
in a cold runner valve gate mould with 32 cavities. 
The filigree parts measure 1.7 mm in length and 
0.9 mm in diameter and weigh just 0.0005 g. These 
parts are produced on a tie-bar-less, fully electric 
e-motion 30 TL, which can be converted to a 
conventional injection unit within a short time 
thanks to a quick coupling. This enables a flexible 
2-in-1 solution for the production of parts with a 
high shot weight range on a single machine.

� www.engelglobal.com

KraussMaffei
KraussMaffei is not displaying any machines or 
holding live demonstrations at Fakuma this year, 
opting instead for an all-digital format on its stand 
and in related activities. Its motto at Fakuma 2021 is 
“Efficiency meets sustainability”. The group is 
focusing on cost-effective system solutions for 
medical technology, logistics packaging, technical 

appliances and lightweight construction, which allow 
for improvements in efficiency and sustainability.

In the medical area, KraussMaffei’s application 
highlight is a micromembrane like the ones 
currently used for vaccination doses. The applica-
tion on a PX 25 SilcoSet machine is cleanroom-
compliant according to class ISO-7 in accordance 
with DIN EN ISO 14644-1 and allows for high shot 
weight consistency, thus maximizing the yield of 
good parts thanks to the APC Plus feature. 

The all-electric PX 161 machine is the focus in 
technical moulding. The example application is an 
intricate connector with four metal inlays. The 
overmoulding example shows how an advanced, 
completely tested and ready-to-install component 
can be realized at low part cost, says the company. 
Another system highlighted on the KraussMaffei 
stand covers lightweight composites components.

� www.kraussmaffei.com

Netstal
Netstal – which is now operationally independent 
of its parent KraussMaffei – is demonstrating a 
packaging solution with reduced plastic content at 
Fakuma. An Elion 2200-1000 machine will produce 
1.2 l PC round pails with paper chassis for which a 
pre-printed band of coated cardboard is inserted 
into the two cavities of the mould using IML 
robotics. A PP material is then injected via channels 
to fill the rim of the bucket and firmly bond it to the 
cardboard band. The skeleton PP framework has a 
wall thickness of 0.92mm in the area of the flow 
bars. The plastic content is only 11.5 g.

Netstal is promoting a free e-service as 
part of its Life Cycle concept. The docu-
ment repository included in the e-service 

eliminates the need to search for 
specific machine documents. 

The innovative platform provides 
clear access to electrical diagrams, 

technical data as well as setting 
instructions. It is also a platform for ordering 
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spare parts and online technical support.

� www.netstal.com

Stork IMM
Stork IMM says it is expanding its presence at 
Fakuma, taking a much larger stand to have 
more space to receive guests. At Fakuma 
2021, it will exhibit together with its partners 
at Brink Molds and Automation and will showcase 
“extreme” thin wall technology on a Stork IMM 
PotLine 3300-2150. The opening and closing 
movement of the machine is electrically driven by 
means of a gear rack transmission.

� www.storkimm.com

Sumitomo (SHI) Demag
Among the highlights at Sumitomo (SHI) Demag’s 
stand is an IntElect 130/520-450 machine, includ-
ing an LSR package, showcasing state-of-the-art 
elastomer injection moulding integrated with the 
Servomix Z200 metering system from partner 
Nexus Elastomer Systems. For its inaugural 
presentation to the global trade audience, the LSR 
exhibit will demonstrate the production of a 
freeform automotive axial seal. “16 cavities, 
burr-free, no conversion,” says Henrik Langwald, 
Director Automotive & Electronics.

In an IMD demonstration, an IntElect 220/660-
1100, equipped with a special plasticising unit for 
processing crystal-clear multilayer PC, will show 
automated production of emblems for automotive 
exterior applications. Another fully automated and 
highly efficient production cell for technical 
medical parts is based around an IntElect S 
100/460-250 with an automation system from 
Waldorf Technik, based on the German partner’s 
patented Vario Tip FSS system. “The uncompromis-
ing design of this trade exhibit showcases the 
production of medical parts and caps for insulin 
syringes, on a 16-cavity mould in a total cycle time 
of around 6s,” says Anatol Sattel, Director Medical.

In packaging, Sumitomo (SHI) Demag says an 
El-Exis SP 250 will prove its high-speed capabilities 

manufacturing a cup application. “Opening and 
closing sides are the fastest on the market,” 
according to Arnaud Nomblot, Director Packaging. 

Another highlight is the launch of a series of 
permanent machine status condition monitoring 
systems. These reduce maintenance costs while 
maintaining reliability, and can be used to deter-
mine the actual degree of wear and tear, enabling 
early detection and optimal maintenance planning 
towards the end of the service life of the injection 
moulding machine. 

� www.sumitomo-shi-demag.eu

Wittmann Battenfeld
Wittmann Battenfeld says the main highlight at its 
Fakuma stand is a new product range, the SmartPlus 
servo-hydraulic machine range which it says is 
notable for its high level of cost and energy efficien-
cy, as well as repeatability. The range uses proven 
technologies and carefully selected options, and 
offers short delivery times and an “excellent price-
performance ratio”, says the company. A feature of 
the SmartPlus is the new B8X control system with 
system components developed in-house. From the 
fourth quarter of 2021 onwards, the machine is 
expected to be available in a first series with 
clamping forces ranging from 60 to 180 tonnes.

At Fakuma, a hub-cap for lawn mowers made 
from PP will be moulded on a SmartPlus 180/750. 
This machine is equipped with the HiQ Flow 
application software, the new CMS-Light condition 
monitoring system to monitor an extended range 
of service-relevant machine parameters and a 
Gravimax G14 gravimetric blender.

Production of a medical hose clamp in an 
8-cavity mould supplied by WILAmed, Germany, 
will be shown on an all-electric EcoPower 55/350 
machine. The latest developments in the compa-
ny’s Airmould internal gas pressure technology will 
be presented. Visitors to the stand can see more 
demonstrations remotely connecting to Wittmann’s 
technical labs in Kottingbrunn, Meinerzhagen and 
Nuremberg.

� www.wittmann-group.com
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AF-Color 
Feddersen Group company AF-Color will show its 
carbon black-free AF-Color IR masterbatch range, 
developed to improve sortability in the NIR 
detection systems used in industrial scale waste 
management plant. The company will also present 
its AF-Color-HP product line for colouring high-
temperature polymers, including the bright orange 
colour required for PA-based e-mobility applica-
tions, as well as a new PA-compatible blowing 
agent for use in lightweight components. 

� www.af-color.com

Akro-Plastic
Akro-Plastic will launch its Akromid 
Next and Precite Next sustainable 
compound ranges at the show, includ-
ing the Next G line of products based on 
PA6,9. Part of the company’s low density 
‘Lite” series, the materials contain some 
bio-based content and recycled carbon 
fibre and can be combined with either 
chemical or physical foaming to further 
reduce weight.

The company, part of the Feddersen 
Group, will also show materials for 3D printing, 
or additive manufacturing, applications. An 
example is the carbon fibre reinforced Akromid B3 
ICF30 AM 7451 grade, which was recently used in a 
project for car-pooling company Moia to produce 
hygiene face shields to counter the Covid virus.

� www.akro-plastic.com

Albis 
Polymer and additive distribution company Albis 
will be showing examples from its principals, with 
many focused on the use of sustainable or recycled 
materials. These will include the BASF Ultramid 
Balance ChemCycling compounds, Covestro’s part 
recycled Makrolon RE, Desmopan EC and Desmo-
pan RC grades, and the Durethan ECO and Pocan 
ECO materials from Lanxess. It will also present 
post-consumer recycled compounds from MBA 
Polymers and MGG Polymers and bio-based 
materials from Tecnaro. In addition, it will highlight 
the compound offerings from Otto Krahn Group 
sister companies Mocom and Wipag.

� www.albis.com

Asahi Kasei 
Asahi Kasei will use Fakuma to launch its Leona SN 
halogen and red phosphorous-free flame retardant 
PA 66 into the European market. Leona SN is a 
semi-aromatic polyamide 66 that offers UL94 V-0 
flame retardancy at wall thicknesses of 0.75mm 

and a CTI of 600V. In addition to its flame-retard-
ance, the PA grade is said to offer good resistance 
to creep while a high quality surface effect can be 
achieved without additional treatments or coatings 
despite its glass fibre content of up to 50%.

The company claims the compound offers 
higher retention of physical properties in the 

conditioned state when compared to 
alternative halogen-free PA66 
materials. It is targeting applications 
in areas such as automotive power-
train items, as well as E&E connectors, 
magnet switches, or relay blocks.

� www.asahi-kasei.eu

BASF
BASF says its contribution to circular 
economy goals will be showcased by a 
number of applications at Fakuma 2021. 
Among e-mobility applications, it is 
showing a tunnel reinforcement, which 
is a joint project with Stellantis and L&L 
Products, and which recently won the 
Altair Enlighten Award for its weight sav-
ings. A new flame-retardant Ultramid 
PA66 grade for e-cars combines colour 

stability (available in orange RAL 
2003) and mechanical strength in 

an innovative way and is thus able to meet the 
technical requirements the market demands. 

BASF is also presenting a new Ultramid Ad-
vanced N grade which is particularly suitable for 
connectors that are post-processed using surface 
mount technology (SMT). BASF supplies the new 
polyamide 9T in customer-specific colours with 
high stability. It says the new PPA increases the 
robustness, performance and reliability of power 
and data connectors in consumer electronics.

In packaging, the group has developed a 
portfolio of Ultradur (PBT) FC grades for sustain-
able coffee capsules. Together with the basic 
material Ultradur B1520FC R01, further product-
specific features and services are offered, which 
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can be used individually or combined by the 
customer as desired. For example, weight savings 
of up to 40% can be achieved and barrier proper-
ties (oxygen barrier) can be further optimised. In 
addition to the conventional PBT grades, ChemCy-
cling and Biomass Balance types are also offered, 
which lead to significant CO2 savings.

� www.basf.com

Bieglo
Bieglo is presenting a variety of recycled high 
performance materials at Fakuma. Highlighting the 
Dexnyl R-PEEK 450G grade with properties such as 
resistance to chemicals and high temperatures, the 
company says it recycles PEEK in a quality assured 
way which fosters environmental as well as eco-
nomical sustainability. While reprocessing PEEK the 
residues are sorted and the PEEK-melt is filtered 
before granulation, ensuring continuous high 
quality.

� www.bieglo.com

Danquinsa 
German compounder Danquinsa will show its 
renewably-sourced aliphatic and aromatic ECO-
TPU products, as well as new TPU compounds and 
colour masterbatches formulated for automotive 
interior applications. It will also show its line of 
polyester and polyamide materials for health and 
hygiene markets

� www.danquinsa.com

Domo Chemical
Domo will place its Technyl performance PA 
compounds at the centre of its display. Products on 
show include high thermal and chemical resistant 
materials, light weight grades to replace metals or 
thermosets, and flame retardant materials for 
advanced electrical protection. The grades on 
show will include the recently introduced Techny 
Orange flame retardant products for production of 
high-voltage components and cabling for the 
e-mobility market segment.

� www.technyl.com

Elix Polymers
Styrenics specialist Elix Polymers will be presenting 
its E-Loop products and services, a new branding 
that brings together all of its Circular Economy-
focused materials. These include grades using 
either chemically or mechanically polymers. An 
example is its E-Loop H801 MR ABS, which contains 
mechanically recycled resins but is said to match 
the performance of its virgin ABS H801 material.

� www.elix-polymers.com

Eurotec
Eurotec produces exclusively engineering plastics. 
Based in Turkey, it has annual theoretical capacity 
of 50,000 tonnes. It exports its products to 42 coun-
tries in five continents and it says it is the biggest 
engineering plastics exporter in Turkey.

The sectors that Eurotec supplies to include: 
automotive and transport, electrical/electronic, 
energy and the defence industry. Its compound 
brands are: Tecomid PA6, PA6.6, PA6.6/6, PA6.10; 
Tecomid HT PPA; Tecodur PBT; Tecopet PET; 
Tecotek PC, PPO, PESU, PPSU, PSU and PC/ABS; 
Tecolen PP-PE; Tecoform POM; Tecoflex TPU; 
Tecopeek PEEK; Tecotron PPS; Tecoket PK; 
Mastertec EXT technical masterbatch.

� www.eurotec-ep.com

Finke
Finke will showcase its new Fibarec masterbatch 
series which enables the production of attractive 
colourful plastic products made from 100% 
recyclate. These are initially available based on 
rPET, but Finke says Fibarec based on the carriers 
rPE and rPP will follow shortly. The Fibarec master-
batches can be processed in the same way as 
masterbatches based on virgin materials and can 
be used in products based on recyclate as well as 
in products made from virgin material.

Also in the sustainability area, Finke has launched 
its range of Fibaplast NIR detectable black master-
batches. These are available for standard packaging 
polymers like HDPE, PP, PS and PET. The company’s 
Fibafekt special effects collection can be used for 
products with high PCR content. These enable a 
wide variety of special effects like metallic gloss, 
pearly shine, rainbow, colour flop or chrome-like 
surfaces. It says Fibafekt is a semi-compound to be 
used in the outer layer of coextruded bottles, high 
end 2K injection moulding and films.
www.finke-colors.eu

Hexpol TPE
Hexpol TPE is showing Dryflex Circular TPEs which 
incorporate recycled polymers in a range of 10% to 
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60%, with hardness ranging from 40 Shore A to 60 
Shore D. The company has recently launched 
grades for automotive interiors, with performance 
testing for odour and emissions. A representative 
Dryflex Circular TPE grade, a 65 Shore A material 
for inlay mats with a recyclate content of 20%, 
showed a very low amount of VOC (60 μg/g) and 
FOG (594 μg/g).

Dryflex Green TPEs is a family of bio-based 
elastomers containing raw materials from renew-
able resources such as plant and vegetable crops. 
The series includes grades based on TPS and TPO 
technologies, with amounts of renewable content 
to over 90% and hardness from 15 Shore A to 60 
Shore D.

� www.hexpol.com

KD Feddersen
Key features of the KD Feddersen display at 
Fakuma include the full line of PA66 materials from 
Ascend Performance Materials, which include 
unreinforced, reinforced, impact-modified and 
flame-retardant engineering grades. It will also be 
promoting its extended distribution agreement 
with Korea’s Hyosung, which now covers all of its 
Poketone polyketone grades (it previously focused 
on extrusion grades for compounding).

� www.kdfeddersen.com

Lanxess
Lanxess says it is putting sustainable material and 
lightweight solutions in the spotlight at Fakuma 
2021. Developments include ISCC-certified 
product innovations in relation to its Pocan-brand-
ed PBT compounds – such as Pocan ECOB3235 
and flame-retardant ECOB4239, both of which are 
reinforced with 30% by weight of recycled glass 
fibres (mass balance method).

The company is also expanding its range of 
Tepex continuous-fibre-reinforced thermoplastic 
composites with the addition of particularly sustain-
able variants. A new recyclable material features a 
combination of flax fabrics and bio-based PLA as a 

matrix material. This yields surfaces with a brown, 
natural look that emphasise the natural origin of 
the compound. Its weight-specific strength is 
roughly at the same level as that of a conventional 
Tepex Dynalite, which is reinforced with glass-fibre 
fabric. The material could be used in sporting 
goods, interior parts for cars, and electronic 
housing components, for example.

At Fakuma, Lanxess will also highlight light-
weighting projects using its hollow-profile hybrid 
technology which enables metallic hollow profiles 
to be functionalised using injection moulding. A 
new halogen-free flame-retardant and unreinforced 
PA 6 compound will also be showcased. This is 
particularly suitable for the large-scale production 
of components with thin wall thicknesses such as 
terminal strips.

� www.lanxess.com

Lehvoss
Lehvoss will introduce the latest addition to its 
Luvocom XCF line of high performance carbon 
fibre reinforced compounds, a PPA-based product 
offering a strength of 425MPa, stiffness of 47GPa, 
impact strength of 100 kJ/m2, and low density of 
1.37 g/cm3. Intended for demanding metal 
replacement applications, the new compound joins 
the existing PA66, PPS, PPA, and PEEK options.

Also new is Luvocom 60-50097, a carbon fibre 
reinforced PP that is said to offer an alternative to 
PA6 and PA66. It offers a strength of 170MPa, 
stiffness of 18GPa, and notched impact strength of 
11 kJ/m2. Unlike PA, it shows no decrease in 
performance in humid conditions. The company 
will also present its Luvocom 1105-50303 PEEK 
reinforced with hollow glass spheres. This offers a 
density of 1.01 g/cm3 and is aimed at structural 
lightweight construction.

The company will also show its recently devel-
oped line of highly endothermic propellant 
masterbatches, which can be used with low 
dosages (from 0.1%) in injection moulding and 
extrusion. The new masterbatches are free from 
azodicarbonamide (ADC) so can be used in food 
or drinking water contact applications. 

� www.lehvoss.com
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Mocom
Mocom, the former compounding division of Albis 
that was set up as a standalone business in 2020, 
exhibits for the first time in Friedrichshafen with a 
display that includes new introductions for the 
lighting market as well as additional grades 
containing recycled content. Its Altech PP ECO 
portfolio of compounds is based on 100% post-
consumer recyclate and its Alfater XL ECO portfolio 
of TPVs is based entirely on PP recyclate and 
renewable EPDM. Aimed at the e-mobility sector, 
the company will also present the latest recyclate-
based Altech flame retardant grades for drive 
components and battery charging infrastructure.

� www.mocom.com

Polykemi
Swedish compounder Polykemi has developed a 
simulation tool that allows it to provide cradle-to-
gate carbon footprint data to customers for any of its 
materials. In 2020, Polykemi conducted a scientific 
study which demonstrated that the choice of material 
has a significant part to play in the fight against 
climate change and assists customers in making 
smart material choices. It said the simulation tool 
enables customers to assess the environmental 
footprint of the components they produce. It can 
help customers select optimal alternatives in terms of 
their requirements, costs and climate performance.

� www.polykemi.com

Rowa Group
Rowa Group company Romira has expanded its 
compound product portfolio to include PPS 
grades, which will be marketed under the Romitron 
name. Offered with glass fibre reinforcement or 
mineral fillers, Romitorn PPS offers long term 
service at 210°C together with low moisture 
absorption and good chemical resistance.

Rowa Masterbatch will show its Rowalid-IR 
polymer-specific solution for NIR sorting of black 
plastics. It now supports this product line with an 
NIR measurement service that allows reflectance of 
formulations to be checked and measured spectra 
provided to customers allowing them to assess 
whether the desired colour setting is detectable. 

Where NIR detection proves difficult with its 
existing products, the company can offer alterna-
tive NIR detectable products.

Meanwhile, group company Rowasol will be 
demonstrating the effectiveness of its liquid 
colorants in a special demonstration on an Arburg 
Allrounder injection moulding machine fitted with 
an HNP Microsystem precision gear dosing pump. 
The annular gear pump doses 0.5g of red, yellow, 
green or blue liquid colorant into each 12.5g shot.

� www.rowa-group.com

Tisan Engineering Plastics
Tisan Engineering Plastics produces a wide range 
of engineering plastics based on different poly-
mers and their specialties: Hyperpol PPS & PPA; 
Tislamid PA 6 and 66; Tisoplen PPH, PPC and 
PPRC; Tisakril ABS; Tisapet PET; Tisester PBT; 
Tisarbon PC; Tisetilen PE; Tisaform POM; Tisren PS 
and Tisblend. The group’s EcoStar products are 
customised to offer ecological and economic in 
different markets. These involve recovering the 
most prevalent and valuable materials often in 
multiple grades and colours. 

� www.tisan.com.tr

Tosaf 
In the recycling area, Tosaf says it has developed a 
series of masterbatches that are formulated to 
cover the inconsistencies in base colour of post-
consumer recyclates. It has also developed a range 
of additive masterbatches in PLA or rosin carriers 
that can be used to provide UV stability, antifog or 
IR filtering in biodegradable applications. 

For the e-mobility sector, Tosaf now offers an 
RAL 2003 masterbatch suitable for PA6 and PA66, 
PP, and PBT. The PA masterbatches have been 
successfully tested at 130°C for 1000 hours without 
darkening; all grades are available with or without 
a laser marking additive for identification purposes.

� www.tosaf.com
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The North American edition of the Polymer Testing 
World Expo is being held at the Huntington 
Convention Center in Cleveland, Ohio, on 3-4 
November 2021. The free-to-attend conference 
and exhibition is a new forum for scientists and 
researchers who develop, test and analyse polymer 
materials, formulations and finished products. The 
event first took place in Germany in September this 
year and is making its American debut next month.

Organised by AMI, publisher of Injection World 
magazine, it is running alongside the Compounding 
World Expo, Plastics Extrusion World Expo and 
Plastics Recycling World Expo. In total, there are 
more than 200 exhibitors and over 100 speakers to 
choose from across the four exhibitions and their 
five focused conference theatres.

“When we ran the Compounding World, Plastics 
Recycling World and Plastics Extrusion World 
Expos in Cleveland in 2019, we had 4,375 visitors, 
and 1,091 of these were involved in R&D and 
materials testing,” says Andy Beevers, AMI’s events 
director. “We therefore decided to add an area 
within the event focused specifically on polymer 
testing and analysis, where visitors can explore new 
lab technologies and stay up to date with best 
practices and the latest standards.” 

Conference programme
The dedicated conference programme for the 
Polymer Testing World Expo features two days of 
expert presentations covering a range of hot testing 
topics and providing practical advice and tips.
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New developments in polymer analysis are 
being covered in presentations from leading 
suppliers of laboratory equipment. Dr Aniket, 
Principal Product Line Leader at PerkinElmer will 
focus on evolved gas analysis from polymeric 
materials using hyphenated instrumentation 
technology. Innovations in measurement and data 
analysis of DSC and TGA instruments will be 
covered in a talk by Yanxi Zhang, Technical Sales 
Support at Netzsch. 

Completing the analysis sessions, Alicia Stell, 
Lead R&D Scientist in the molecular sample 
preparation division of CEM, will provide a practi-
cal look at ways to find faster and more effective 
methods for analysing polymers and compounds.

There are also some interesting talks lined up on 
the polymer testing front. Joao Maia, Professor of 
Macromolecular Science and Engineering at Case 
Western Reserve University will speak about 
online rheological and chemical testing of poly-
mers during extrusion and compounding. Mean-
while, the hot subject of advanced testing solutions 
for recycled plastics will be addressed by Paula 
McDaniel, Business Development Director at 
Intertek Allentown.

McDaniel will also present a talk during the expo 
covering impurity identification strategies. This is 
one of three separate presentations looking at the 
critically important subject of quality control. Alex 
Nguyen, Business Development Engineer at Sikora, 
will look at automated lab inspection and analysis 
of plastics pellets, while Gilad Roter, VP for Business 
Development at Inspect Technologies, will discuss 
the implementation of an innovative solution for the 
inline inspection and sorting of pellets.

Jason Poulton, Senior Technical Advisor at the 
Akron Rubber Development Laboratory, will give 
a presentation on failure analysis of polymers. 
Other presentations on the long-term performance 
of plastics will focus on weatherability. Bill Tobin, 
Senior Technical Marketing Specialist at Q-Lab will 
cover UVC testing of materials, while Doug 
Vermillion, Director of Eye Applied Optix, will 
introduce the super UV metal halide chamber, 
which he says can lead to “game-changing reduc-
tions in weathering test times”. 

To download the full conference programme for 
the Polymer Testing World Expo, plus details of all 
of the speakers across the four additional confer-
ence theatres focused on plastics compounding, 

recycling and extrusion, click HERE.

Exhibitor line-up
Exhibitors at the Cleveland expos include suppliers 
of a wide range of materials testing and analysis 
products. Examples include CEM, CW Brabender 
Instruments, Dynisco, Eye Applied Optix, Inspect 
Technologies, Konica Minolta, Netzsch, PerkinElm-
er, Q-Lab, Sikora and ThermoFisher Scientific.

In addition, a number of leading research and 
testing organisations have booked booths in the 
exhibition areas and will be available to discuss 
their capabilities and projects. They include Akron 
Rubber Development Laboratory, Intertek and the 
Polymers Technology Center.

Several exhibitors will be highlighting their 
lab-scale processing equipment, such as extruders 
and compounding lines. These include Collin Lab 
& Pilot Solutions, CW Brabender, Labtech Engi-
neering and Xtrutech. 

You can view the full list of the 200+ exhibitors at 
Cleveland HERE. 

Speakers at the Polymer Testing World Expo in Cleveland, Ohio, US, 

include (clockwise from top left) PerkinElmer Principal Product Line 

Leader Dr Aniket, Netzsch Technical Sales Support Specialist Yanxi 

Zhang, CEM Lead R&D Scientist Alicia Stell, Case Western Reserve 

University Professor of Macromolecular Science and Engineering Joao 

Maia, Intertek Allentown Business Development Director Paula 

McDaniel, and Sikora Business Development Engineer Alex Nguyen

REGISTER FOR YOUR FREE TICKET
To register for your free ticket to the Polymer Testing World Expo, which will also give you access to the three 

other expos and all five conference theatres, visit: www.ami.ltd/ami-plastics-expos-usa
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The need for efficient low-pressure encapsulation 
of electronics has never been as great as it is today. 
The Internet of Things (IoT) depends on a founda-
tion of sensors and associated electronic connec-
tions and components to support all sorts of 
devices in the home, at work, and on the move. 
This trend has also led to increased network 
connectivity demands for data and power cables 
and connectors that function in the harshest 
environments. Sensors are also increasingly used in 
medical diagnostics and wearables. In a large 
number of these applications, the electronics need 
to be embedded in plastics to cushion them and 
protect them from the local environment.

The trick when trying to encapsulate electronics 
is to ensure that these often delicate elements are 
not moved or damaged as liquid polymer flows 
over them. It also helps if the process can be 
carried out quickly and economically. It’s rather like 
squaring a circle. 

But there are plenty of equipment and materials 
technology developers trying to make it happen. 
Quite a lot of the work going on is at the fringes of 
injection moulding, where it overlaps with other 
technologies such as extrusion, casting, and even 
additive manufacturing. 

But what matters in the end is that the customer, 
whether they be producing cars or smart phones or 

robots, has a piece of electronics that works well, 
for a long time, often in difficult environments, at a 
price that they can afford.

X2F is a process developed by the company of 
the same name, based in Loveland, Colarado, USA, 
founded in 2014 by Rick Fitzpatrick (CTO) and Ron 
Leach (Chairman). X2F stands for Extrude to Fill. 
This gives an idea of how the process works, since 
it is not traditional injection moulding. The com-
pany says its process enables melt to move into a 
mould cavity without the pressures common to 
injection molding. But it is different from low 
pressure moulding, and it is not a traditional 
potting process either. 

The company says its technology “leverages 
controlled viscosity and a patented ‘pulse-packing’ 
approach to create high-value components for a 
variety of industries.” X2F says the process can 
achieve complex product geometries with im-
proved operational efficiencies. Machines use a 
multizone screw that acts as a pump, delivering 
material that’s been brought to its melt tempera-
ture in a static state.

According to the developers, the process 
“dramatically” reduces material degradation and 
moulded-in stress quite common in conventional 
moulding technologies. It is also said to offer faster 
development from prototyping to production-

Main image: 

Fraunhofer IPA 
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of customised 

sensor in which 

the PBT casing 

is 3D printed

Over-moulding electronics: 
making melts flow better

As electronic 
components become 

smaller and more 
complex, the challenges 

increase for developers of 
engineering thermoplastics. 

Peter Mapleston finds out 
about new processes and 

offerings from materials suppliers
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scale, moulding of ultra-high-performance materi-
als, and numerous operational advantages.  

Initial target applications include polymer-based 
optics with improved properties, over-moulding of 
delicate electronics and circuitry, and highly filled 
engineering resins. Important for electronic applica-
tions, the X2F approach of using very low pressures 
allows for over-moulding on top of delicate circuitry 
without crushing circuits or melting solder. 

Fitzpatrick has spent many years as an engineer 
in the plastics industry, including a period at 
Flextronics. In 2010, he set up Plasaver, to engineer 
and build various types of injection moulding 
equipment. A forerunner of X2F, Plasaver machines 
use a process that “allows us to more accurately set 
and control resin temperatures and this is done 
with the machine in a static state. [This] reduces the 
amount of force required to transfer the plastic into 
the injection mould and the clamp pressure 
required to hold the mould shut during injection. 
This leads to smaller machines moulding larger 
parts than one who is familiar with the conventional 
process would think possible. With an overall 
reduction of injection speed and forces, we are 
able to utilise sensor technologies to control and 
monitor the process in ways that conventional 
machines cannot. This approach makes the 
injection moulding process much more predictable 
and this leads to lower costs.”

Mike Slowik is CEO at X2F. He says that whereas 
regular injection moulding machines operate at 
150-300 MPa, X2F machines melt polymer with 
minimal pressure and fill mould cavities with 
pressures under 70 MPa – sometimes well under. 
This allows for the use of “minimalist” mould 
tooling. Typical shot weights are currently 0.1-300g 
and X2F owns IP on technology to increase shot 

size to multi-kilogramme quantities. 
“We are getting good traction in the electronics 

market,” Slowik says. He believes the technology 
has important advantages over other traditional 
encapsulation systems such as conformal coating 
and potting in terms of, among other things, 
speed, operator safety, and overall costs. Cycle 
times with X2F are normally under one minute. 
Additionally, X2F can easily process highly filled 
thermally conductive polymers.

Furthermore, whereas alternative processes 
systems often work best with quite small parts – he 
cites USB drives – X2F can encapsulate complete 
computer boards. Also, while other LPM systems 
supplied by companies such as MoldMan Systems 
normally run with polyamide hot-melts, X2F can 
handle the full range of polymers aimed at E&E 
applications. “We are looking at applications that 
other LPM systems cannot handle, or are not so 
good at,” he says.

X2F has placed systems with customers in the 
medical, industrial, automotive, and consumer 
electronics industries. Says Slowik: “We will design, 
prototype, pilot and produce parts in production 
quantities for customers or provide them our 
systems for production in their facilities.” 

The company’s principal offering is the small-
footprint E30V machine, with a vertical clamp 
system, which can be integrated into existing 
manufacturing cells with minimal changes to 
layout. “At 850 pounds [385kg], you can roll it off a 
pickup truck, plug it into a wall, and start making 
parts,” says Slowik. It can be set up rather like a 
small vertical injection moulding system, with a 
turntable holding multiple lower mould halves.

X2F technology is a rival to one developed 

Illustrative chart shows the lower pressures used by 
the X2F process compared with traditional injection 
moulding Source: X2F

Above: Battery sensor circuit board before and after low pressure 

moulding process developed by Henkel. Electronic parts are protected 

against moisture, chemical exposure and high temperatures
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around 30 years ago by Henkel (when it was called 
Macromelt Molding), which itself is now raising the 
profile of its Low Pressure Molding technology for 
encapsulating electronic components in its 
Technomelt polyamide adhesive moulding 
compounds. Henkel says Technomelt LPM technol-
ogy is increasingly being adopted for electronic 
components, power and industrial automation, 
HVAC, lighting, and also medical. It sees economic, 
process control, design and environmental 
advantages over potting with reactive resin systems 
and high-pressure injection moulding.

The technology is said to be particularly adept at 
encapsulating discrete areas in complicated assem-
bly where wiring is attached to a PCB or other rigid 
component. One reason for this is that Technomelt 
resins, which are all unfilled, are resistant to high 
stresses and at the same time very flexible.

Matthew Hayward, Global Key Account for 
Power & Industrial Automation at Henkel, says he 
sees Technomelt as being particularly well suited to 
high-mix low-volume applications where through-
put is key. “The ability to apply this material only 
where it is needed is a huge benefit. This enables 
one to ‘skyline’ an application (encapsulating only 
the components that require protection), or to 
significantly reduce the weight due to substantially 
less material usage.”

Polyamide moulding compounds developed by 
Henkel are said to provide exceptional electrical 
insulation, as well as resistance to a broad range of 
chemicals, extreme thermal cycling across high and 
low temperatures, and vibrations. The internal 
electronics are fully protected against outside 
elements, including ingress of water and dust, and 
long-term UV exposure.

Michael Otto, Key Account Manager Engineering 
Adhesives for Low Pressure Molding at Henkel, says: 
“Unlike traditional two-component reactive potting 
compounds, the polyamides used in the Technomelt 
LPM process are single-component thermoplastics, 
moulding cycle times are shorter, and there are no 
emissions of volatiles. Whereas conventional potting 

can take as long as 24 hours to complete, our 
process has a cycle time that can be as short as 30 
seconds. An additional important environmental 
feature of these polyamides, and one that is 
increasingly appreciated, is that they are largely 
bio-based, with up to around 80% of their content 
coming from renewable vegetable sources.”

An advantage of LPM technologies in general 
over traditional potting systems is that they are 
much more economical in the amount of material 
they use in the finished part. In potting operations, 
the normal approach is to build a box around the 
component to be encapsulated, and then fill the 
box until the component is covered. With LPM as 
explained by Henkel, the component is placed into 
a mould that has a cavity geometry similar to that 
of the component, so that when the polyamide is 
injected, it forms a skin around the component that 
is more or less the same thickness at all points. This 
means that the amount of encapsulating material 
used per shot can be considerably less. The same, 
more or less, is true with X2F.

Costs of mould production are relatively low, 
especially as they are often made out of aluminium, 
which is much less expensive than tools made out 
of steel used in high-pressure injection moulding. 
In recent years, additive manufacturing techniques 
have also been adopted to make the moulds.

Henkel works in collaboration with partners 
manufacturing processing equipment around the 
world. Otto says: “Technomelt is a total system that 
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brings together materials, machines, moulds, and 
technical service and engineering. Our partners 
have their own sales forces, which adds to our 
ability to access and assist the global market.” 

Bang up to date is a hybrid encapsulation 
system involving additive manufacturing and 
potting which has been the subject of a joint 
development involving a Fraunhofer institute and 
Arburg, with its Freeformer 3D printing system. 

As the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing 
and Automation IPA points out, 3D printing not 
only makes it possible to produce very complex 
shapes that would otherwise be virtually impossi-
ble to generate using conventional processes, but 
also enables small batch numbers to be produced 
on a cost-effective basis. But the integration of 
electronic components and the production of 
customised sensors has presented a challenge. 

Standardised inductive proximity sensors in 
cylindrical metal casings are used in great numbers 
in automation technology for non-contact detec-
tion of metal objects. But the shape of the casings 
has prevented them from integration into specific 
environments such as robotic arm gripper fingers.

A research team from the Centre for Additive 
Production at Fraunhofer IPA asked if the sensor 
casing could be printed in plastic so that it could 
be manufactured in any shape. The answer ‘yes’ 
came back with the help of Arburg and the sensor 
and automation specialist Balluff.

A plastic with high dielectric strength and 
flame-retardant properties was required for the 
sensor casing. The experts opted for a PBT often 
used to injection mould electronic casings, but 
which had not yet been used for 3D printing. 
However, it could be used on the Arburg Free-
former, which works with regular granules. 

The Freeformer was used to create components 
with cavities layer by layer, into which electronic 
components could be inserted during the printing 
process – the printer automatically stopped when 
coil, circuit board and plug needed to be integrat-
ed, very precisely. In a separate process, a dispens-
er was then used to produce the silver conductor 
tracks inside the casing. Finally, the cavities were 
then potted in polyurethane.

The team produced more than 30 demonstra-
tion models of customised sensors for testing to 
ensure they could withstand temperature changes 
and vibrations, that they were waterproof, and 
could pass an electrical insulation test. By optimis-
ing the design and manufacturing process, the 
tests were ultimately completed successfully.

The “Electronic Function Integration in Addi-
tively Manufactured Components” research project 
ran for eighteen months. Stefan Pfeffer, who led the 
project at Fraunhofer IPA, is currently working with 
Arburg on research into how conductive plastics 
can also be used in the future to tap into additional 
application areas.

From PA6 to 66
German company Wieland Electric has 
Domo Chemicals’ Domamid 
6LVGT85 for its GST18i3 and GST18i5 
installation connectors, which make up 
part of the “gesis” pluggable electrical 
installation system for buildings. 
Domamid 6LVGT85 is a low-viscosity 
PA6, certified V2 at 0.75mm with a UL 
Yellow card, matching the PA66 
previously used for the housing shells, 
and top and bottom parts of the 
product. 

Domo says the property profile 
with good flow and demoulding 
characteristics, as well as good 
particles crystallization, enables an 
optimised production process.

“After a short sampling phase we 
selected Domamid 6LVGT85, a 
solution that met all our mechanical 

Right: Wieland connectors 

make use of Domamid 

6LVGT85 low viscosity PA6

and flammability 
specifications,” says 
Matthias Gewecke, Strategic 
Buyer at Wieland Electric. Domamid 
6LVGT85 has a glow wire resistance of 
850°C on both test specimens and 
moulded parts, which were the 
specific values requested on the 
material characterisation.

“Since acquiring the Technyl brand 
[from Solvay] in February 2020, Domo 
has offered both PA6 and PA66 
materials,” says Andrea Rizzo, Sales 
Manager at Domo Engineered 
Materials. “Our philosophy is to 
provide customers with the best 

solutions for their applications and 
support them in gaining a competitive 
advantage in their field. In this case 
the PA66 substitution has provided 
multiple benefits as good flow and 
fast crystallisation have also resulted 
in better processability and cycle time 
reduction, not an easy achievement 
for a flame retardant solution with a 
glow wire resistance of 850°C down 
to 0.8mm.”
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Back in the world of regular injection moulding, 
polyamide and PBT thermoplastic polyester 
supplier Lanxess says it is expecting a sharp rise in 
demand for the flame-retardant variants of these 
plastics in E&E applications, due to factors such as 
increasing electric mobility and digitalisation in all 
areas of life. Lanxess has recently expanded its 
technical service offering in this area. 

An experimental injection mould for an applica-
tion-focused part was developed in one of the 
company’s own labs. The mould reflects the typical 
challenges encountered during injection moulding 
of flame-retardant polyamide and polyester 
compounds. 

“We want to use this mould for the realistic 
analysis of new flame-retardant as well as hydroly-
sis-stabilised materials,” says Katharina Schütz, a 
project engineer at the polymer processing lab of 
the High Performance Materials (HPM) business 
unit. “First, our aim is to identify their special 
processing characteristics ahead of time so that we 
can adapt the formulations, where required, 
already during the product development stage. 
Second, we want to give processors of our flame-
retardant plastics specific processing recommen-
dations for serial production.” 

Most flame-retardant thermoplastics have a 
narrower processing window than standard prod-
ucts due to the additives that are used. If the process 
parameters are not chosen ideally, this can result in 
deposits on the mould or surface defects on the 
component. Non-ideal processing can also impair 
the mechanical properties of the compounds. 

The injection mould developed by the Lanxess 
people is for a housing-like demonstrator part 
integrating numerous aspects from different areas 
of application. Its complex geometry exhibits 
sudden changes in wall thickness, openings, larger 
planar sections, ribs and rough imitations of plug 
connections. Various types of snap fits and screw 
bosses are also integrated. 

The tests that HPM performs include drop tests, 
tracking resistance measurements in accordance 
with UL 746A (Comparative Tracking Index, CTI), 
and glow-wire tests in accordance with IEC 
60695-2-11 to -13. 

At DuPont Mobility & Materials, Nainish 
Sanghani, Global Strategic Marketing Manager, 
E/E, says the company may be unique in supplying 
E&E customers with non-halogen, flame retardant 
(NHFR) solutions that meet EIS (Electrical Insulation 
Systems) standards. DuPont tests these materials to 
generate data in support of various EIS standards 
covering Electrical Insulation Material (EIM) 
combinations. The company’s portfolio for E&E 

applications is based mainly on PBT, PET and 
polyamides.

“We estimate that the testing we do in advance 
helps our customers decrease the time necessary 
to launch new electrical components by up to 18 
months and reduces their costs. Testing costs can 
reach $100,000 depending on the device and 
where it will be sold,” says Sanghani. The company 
reckons it has developed more than 400 solutions 
that meet EIS standards for moulders of E&E parts. 

Nainish says there is growing interest in sustain-
able solutions such as the company’s Zytel HTN 
high-temperature nylon products made with 
bio-based materials and protected with NHFRs. 
“These products are helping customers who 
mould, for example, SMT connector applications or 
USB connectors, to meet performance and safety 
requirements, demonstrated by UL-94VO ratings, 
as well as meet their increasingly tough sustainabil-
ity goals.” He says the company also sees demand 
for its bio-based products in applications such as 
soldering coil forms/bobbins. 

Compounder Eurotec offers many Tecomid PA 
and Tecodur PBT compounds at various levels of 
flame behaviours, with the options that are halo-
gen-free, halogen-free with red phosphorus 
content and RoHs-compliant halogenated. Several 
halogen-free Tecomid compounds, for example, 
comply with EN45454 R22 and R23, and so can be 
safely used in E&E parts in the railway industry. 

Other grades have already been proven for fuse 
and distribution boxes, busbars and other elec-
tronic housing parts and come with UL Yellow Card 
certifications. Tecomid NB40 GR30 ORVXX HS and 
Tecomid NB40 GR30 ORVXX XA60 orange 
compounds with high thermal stability are ready 

Above: DuPont says manufacturers of solenoids such as this one, part of a 

bulldozer transmission, benefit from its proactive materials testing to 

meet their end-use requirements
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for use in high voltage connectors, plugs, sockets, 
and the like.

Eurotec says its Tecodur PBT products stand out 
with lower water absorption, high dimensional 
stability and high colour stability proper-
ties under heat. One grade, Tecodur PB70 
GR30 GR105 QL, is a Yellow Card certified 
product that has PLC 1 tracking index and 
very good mechanical properties. It is 
used by a well-known OEM in automated 
switch fuses. Tecodur PB70 GR30 NL MS 
is a hydrolysis-stabilised grade.

Tisan Engineering Plastics com-
pounds polyamide, PBT and polycar-
bonate blend materials for customers in 
the E&E sector. The company’s Tislamid 
polyamide compounds are produced in 
standard and modified formulations for 
any customer’s requirements. It high-
lights Tislamid PA6 with 20% glass fiber 
reinforced, heat stabilised, and im-
proved flame retardant product (Tisla-
mid A 20D03 F01 K02 R02) as an 
example of an electrical transformer 
application. Another example, Tislamid B 30D03 
F01 Y01 R01 material, which is used in electrical 
switches, is a new generation of flame retardant 
compound based on PA66.

Tisan says PBT thermoplastic polyester has 
excellent electrical and mechanical properties, and 
resistance to chemicals and stress. For electrical 
wiring systems, Tisan has developed Tisester PBT 
30D03 F01 K02 R01 compound which is glass fibre 
reinforced, heat stabilised and flame retardant.

The company says: “Tisblend compounds 

provide an ideal combination of strength, durability, 
chemical resistance, excellent impact resistance, 
heat resistance and visual performance by selecting 
material according to the relation between applica-

tion, cost and performance.” Tisblend HI 
UNR F02 R01 compounds are PC/ABS 
blends with improved halogen free flame 
retardant used for socket parts. Tisblend 
HF 30D03 F02 R01 is a PC/PBT blend 
with 30% glass fibre reinforced, heat 
stabilised, and improved flame retardant 
product which is designed for low voltage 
switch applications.

The implementation of the Interna-
tional Electrotechnical Commission’s new 
IEC 62368-1 safety standard for consumer 
electronics is prompting many manufac-
turers to seek higher-performing flame-
retardant materials. Chinese smartphone 
maker Realme has selected SABIC’s new 
LNP Elcres EXL7414 polycarbonate 
copolymer resin for the battery enclosure 
of its C25 phone, launched in March, to 

achieve UL94 V-0 FR compliance at 
0.6mm, addressing the new IEC standard. 

Additionally, says SABIC, the superior flame 
retardance of the new grade supports its potential 
use in ultra-thin-wall components to help save 
device weight and space in ever-thinner designs. It 
also delivers excellent flow for thin-wall moulding; 
ductility to resist damage from drops; and good 
chemical resistance to withstand ultraviolet-cured 
painting.

IEC 62368-1, which came into effect at the end 
of last year, replaces the previous IEC 60065 Audio 

Right: Realme’s 

phone has an 

extra-thin 

battery 

enclosure in a 

flame retardant 

polycarbonate 

copolymer 

compound 

from SABIC
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Video and IEC 60950 IT Equipment standards, 
strengthening safety requirements. One require-
ment is for hazardous energy sources such as 
lithium-ion batteries to be contained via built-in 
safeguards to help prevent the energy from 
transferring to device users. The Realme C25 has a 
fast-charging, high powered 6000mAH lithium-ion 
battery, and its ultra-thin-walled cover is injection 
moulded in LNP Elcres EXL7414. 

Realme was the first consumer electronics brand 
to adopt the material, which it uses in place of a 
standard PC. LNP Elcres EXL7414 resin uses a 
halogen-free FR formulation. 

Celanese continues with development of liquid 
crystal plastics (LCPs) with dielectric constants (Dk) 
tuned for electronic applications (see E&E feature 
in Injection World October 2020). It emphasizes 
how the Dk of the plastics used to make high-
speed connectors has a major impact on the final 
product’s performance and reliability. It says the 
issue is increasingly important as 5G rolls out 
around the world.

The company says that for applications that 
require tight impedance matching, high-Dk Zenite 
LCP 650 is an ideal solution, while low-Dk Zenite 
LCP 251 is a good match for fine pitch connectors 
and low-loss signal transmission. 

Dr Young Kim, Senior Principal Engineer at 
Celanese, says: “Too much impedance disrupts 
communication between the connector and the 
transmission line, leading to signal loss and slower 
service. The key to preventing these effects is 
ensuring impedance is exactly the same between 

the transmitter and connector.”
Impedance matching is becoming more critical 

for connector manufacturers, because as data 
transfer needs have increased (they now sit at an 
average of 112 Gbps), connectors need a much 
higher Dk value, he says. 

“The Dk value shouldn’t shift over time or signal 
performance degrades. However, adding more 
fillers into the compound for Dk control risks 
making the connector too brittle to withstand 
regular mating and un-mating,” Young Kim notes. 
Celanese carries out drop tests on its compounds 
to ensure this does not happen.

He also notes that Dk results can vary according 
to the test equipment used. Celanese creates 
several samples with Dk values in the range that 
the customer might need, so all can be trialled in 
its specific connector design and equipment to 
identify the optimal grade.

CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:

� https://x2f.com

� www.henkel.com

� www.ipa.fraunhofer.de

� www.arburg.com

� www.lanxess.com

� www.dupont.com

� www.eurotec-ep.com

� www.tisan.com.tr

� www.sabic.com

� www.celanese.com

� www.basf.com

� www.domochemicals.com

Fit-for-purpose PPA for fitness watch
Casio Computer Company, Tokyo, 
uses BASF’s high-performance plastic 
Ultramid Advanced N in its new digital 
watch, the G-Shock GBD-H1000. The 
flame retardant polyphthalamide (PPA) 
is used to manufacture the 
terminal header which sits on the 
terminal block and contributes to 
power charging and data syn-
chronisation. 

BASF says the high heat 
resistance as well as the excep-
tional mechanical and dimen-
sional stability of its material 
enhance the robustness, func-
tionality and performance for 
which the G-shock watches are 

renowned. Due to its low moisture 
uptake and high heat deflection 
temperature, the PPA (a polyamide 
9T) is especially suitable for SMT 
soldering processes, as it prevents 

blistering or changes in dimensions 
of the processed part. It also has 
good laser transparency, providing 
extra freedom for post-moulding 
assembly operations.

The watch incorporates five 
different sensors, requiring 
materials that are resistant to 
chemicals, shock and water 
especially during extreme sports. 
Ultramid Advanced N displays 
high dimensional stability under 
humidity and heat as well as 
exceptional chemical resistance; 
it also adheres well to the metal 
terminal block, providing a high 
level of waterproofing. IM
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Top right: Polykemi
www.injectionworld.com/polykem2

Centre right: Tisan
www.injectionworld.com/tisan1

Bottom right: Struktol: creative recycling
www.compoundingworld.com/strukt3

GLOBAL COLORS GROUP

HEXPOL: DRYFLEX TPES

Find out about Global 
Colors Group in this 
brochure showcasing the 
group companies, their 
vision and focus on 
quality, R&D, technology 
and sustainability. Its 
portfolio includes colour, 
white and black 
masterbatches.

The Dryflex family of TPEs 
from Hexpol TPE add soft 
touch appeal, function 
performance and product 
safety features in a range 
of consumer, automotive, 
industrial and packaging 
applications. Find out 
more in this brochure.

Dryflex®

Thermoplastic Elastomers 

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

Download these new
product brochures

If you would like your brochure to be included on this page, please contact
Claire Bishop claire.bishop@ami.international. Tel: +44 (0) 1732 682948

POLYKEMI: CUSTOM COMPOUNDS
This 12-page brochure 
provides an introduction 
to Polykemi and its range 
of custom engineered 
plastic compounds. It 
includes details of 
production locations, 
subsidiaries, R&D 
capabilities and quality 
certifications.

– A WORLD CLASS COMPOUNDER  –

Customer adapted 
plastic compounds.  

In world class!

Wide product range.

Own research & development.

Reliability & personal service.

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

Simply click on the brochure cover or link to download a PDF to your PC or smartphone

EUROTEC: AUTOMOTIVE COMPOUNDS
This brochure presents 
the full range of Eurotec’s 
engineering polymer 
compounds for 
automotive applications, 
including interior, exterior 
and under the hood. Read 
all about Eurotec’s 
innovative products and 
tailor made services.Intelligent 

Solutions For 
Automotive

engineering
plastics

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

TISAN: ENGINEERING COMPOUNDS

Tisan Engineering Plastics 
has more than 40 years of 
experience developing 
injection moulding 
compounds for 
applications in 
automotive, home 
appliances, E&E and 
other sectors. Find out 
more about Tisan’s wide 
range of materials in this 
brochure.Plastics Engineer

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

STRUKTOL: CREATIVE RECYCLING
Struktol Company of 
America offers a range of 
polymer additives 
designed to simplify the 
process of recycling 
plastics. Learn about its 
latest options for viscosity 
modification, odour 
control and 
compatibilisation.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Struktol Company of America, LLC 
Stow, Ohio | USA 

 
 

Call us at 330.928.5188 
email us at plastics@struktol.com 
or visit us at www.4struktol.com 

TEB0047F/2020 

Unlock New Opportunities 

STRUKTOL Innovative Additives are the key to turning recycled content 
formulations into engineered, high-performance compounds. 

 Compatibility Improvement 

 Homogenous Blending 

 Superior Processing 

 Melt Flow / Viscosity Control 

 Odor Elimination 

 Increased Throughput 

Use STRUKTOL® in a variety of different polymers from 
polyolefins to engineered plastics 

LUBRICATION/RELEASE 
TR 251  Flow & Metal Release 

PP VISCOSITY MODIFIERS 
RP 06  Odor modified 

RP 11  General purpose 

RP 23  When PE is present 

RP 38  High efficiency when PE is present 

VMO Series Low odor 

ODOR CONTROL 
RP 17  Mask and Neutralization 

RP 53  Neutralizer 

HOMOGENIZERS 
RP 28  Compatibilizer, better mixing 

TR 052  Compatibilizer, dispersing agent, flow modifier 

TR 219  Compatibilizer, lubricant for nylon & polyester 

TR 229  Compatibilizer, lubricant for Nylon, PC & PC/ABS 

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD



Top left: IW September 2021
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1uufg/IWSept21/index.html

CL: CW October 2021
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1rl2p/CWOct21/index.htm

BL: PPE October 2021
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1utvq/PPEOct21/html/index.html

Top right: IW July August 2021
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1uufg/IWJulAug21/html/index.html

CR: PRW September 2021
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A42x3p/PRWSept21/index.html

BR: FSE October 2021
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1uuff/FSEOct21/index.html

Take out your own FREE subscriptions to any of the magazines.
Click on the logos below to simply register on-line.

Keep informed: read
our latest editions
AMI publishes five process-specific FREE plastics industry magazines.
Simply click on the cover below to read each magazine. Or download
the issue in the relevant Apple or Android app

Compounding World
October 2021
The Compounding World 
October issue looks at how 
graphene is expanding into 
additives in polymer 
compounds. Features also 
cover twin screw extruders and 
the use of recyclate. Plus 
previews of the Compounding 
World Expo in Cleveland, US, 
and Fakuma in Germany.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Injection World
July/August 2021
The cover story in the July-
August issue of Injection World 
looks at how foams and 
recyclate are increasingly 
being used to mould 
sustainable packaging. Other 
features are about meeting the 
demands of complex optical 
parts and the latest in colour 
masterbatch.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Film and Sheet
October 2021
The October 2021 edition of 
Film and Sheet Extrusion 
magazine looks at some of the 
latest developments in the 
biaxial film industry. It also 
explores new updates in 
granulators, mineral fillers and 
extruder developments and 
previews the US Plastics 
Extrusion World Expo.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Injection World
September 2021
The September issue of 
Injection World has a cover 
feature on medical moulding 
technology and how it 
suppliers are helping 
moulders meet the demands 
of the medicare sector. Other 
features cover new high 
temperature thermoplastics 
and materials handling.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Pipe and Profile
October 2021
The October issue of Pipe and 
Profile Extrusion has a cover 
feature on new products in 
materials handling. Other 
features cover advances in 
oriented pipe production and 
pipe inspection. Plus a preview 
on Plastics Extrusion World 
Expo North America.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

Plastics Recycling World
September 2021
The September edition of 
Plastics Recycling World looks 
at the challenge of sorting 
plastics. It also reviews 
developments in rigid 
packaging recycling and 
granulation, and previews 
Europe’s Plastics Recycling 
World Expo.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW 

http://www.compoundingworld.com/Subscribe.aspx
http://www.filmandsheet.com/Subscribe.aspx
http://www.injectionworld.com/Subscribe.aspx
http://www.pipeandprofile.com/Subscribe.aspx
http://www.plasticsrecyclingworld.com/


GLOBAL EXHIBITION GUIDE

AMI CONFERENCES

For information on all
these events and other

conferences on film,
sheet, pipe and

packaging applications, see

www.ami.international

20-21 October 2021 Plastics Recycling Technology, Vienna, Austria

22-23 November 2021 Performance Polyamides Europe, Munich, Germany

23-24 November 2021 Conductive Plastics Europe, Munich, Germany

29 Nov-2 December 2021 Plastic Regulations Virtual Summit

30 Nov-2 December 2021 Fire Resistance, Dusseldorf, Germany

25-26 January 2022 Ocean Plastics Virtual Summit

7-9 June 2022 Plastics Closure Innovations, Barcelona, Spain

Brought to you by: Proudly supported by:

3 – 4 November, 2021 

CLEVELAND, OHIO

14 – 15 June 2023

ESSEN, GERMANY

12-16 October Fakuma, Friedrichshafen, Germany www.fakuma-messe.de

3-4 November Compounding World Expo USA, Cleveland, USA www.compoundingworldexpo.com/na/

3-6 November Moldplas, Batalha, Portugal https://exposalao.pt/pt/feira/moldplas

8-12 November Plastico Brasil, Sao Paulo, Brazil www.plasticobrasil.com.br

15-18 November Arabplast, Dubai, UAE www.arabplast.info

1-4 December Plast Eurasia, Istanbul, Turkey https://plasteurasia.com/en/

25-28 January Interplastica, Russia, Moscow www.interplastica.de

17-21 February PlastIndia, New Delhi, India www.plastindia.org

8-10 March JEC 2022, Paris France  www.jec-world.events

8-11 March Plastimagen, Mexico City www.plastimagen.com.mx

15-17 March Swiss Plastics Expo, Lucerne, Switzerland www.visit.swissplastics-expo.ch/en/

16-17 March Injection Molding & Design, Detroit, MI, USA www.injectionmoldingexpo.com

5-8 April FIP, Lyon, France www.f-i-p.com

3-6 May GreenPlast, Milan, Italy www.greenplast.org

26-30 September Colombiaplast, Bogota, Colombia www.colombiaplast.org

27-29 September Fachpack 2022, Nuremburg, Germany www.fachpack.de

3-7 October Plastex, Brno, Czech Republic www.bvv.cz/en/plastex/

19-26 October K2022, Dusseldorf, Germany www.k-online.com

20
21

20
22

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

https://www.ami.international/events/upcoming
http://ami.international
http://www.compoundingworld.com/
http://www.filmandsheet.com/
http://www.pipeandprofile.com/
http://www.plasticsrecyclingworld.com/
www.ami.international/exhibitions?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=Advert&utm_campaign=E056_E057_E058_E059&utm_content=magazinegraphiceventslistingpage
www.ami.international/exhibitions?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=Advert&utm_campaign=E056_E057_E058_E059&utm_content=magazinegraphiceventslistingpage
www.ami.international/exhibitions?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=Advert&utm_campaign=E056_E057_E058_E059&utm_content=magazinegraphiceventslistingpage
www.ami.international/exhibitions?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=Advert&utm_campaign=E056_E057_E058_E059&utm_content=magazinegraphiceventslistingpage
www.ami.international/exhibitions?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=Advert&utm_campaign=E056_E057_E058_E059&utm_content=magazinegraphiceventslistingpage
www.ami.international/exhibitions?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=Advert&utm_campaign=E056_E057_E058_E059&utm_content=magazinegraphiceventslistingpage
www.ami.international/exhibitions?utm_source=Magazine&utm_medium=Advert&utm_campaign=E056_E057_E058_E059&utm_content=magazinegraphiceventslistingpage
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